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Ch.1

Background and Purposes

The National Defense Act (1958), as
amended in 1964, authorized the estab-
lishment of special institutes for ad-
vanced study in modern foreign languages,
English as a foreign language, history,
geography, reading, and English, as.well
as for teachers of disadvantaged youth,
school library personnel, and educational
media specialists.

/A number of survey teams were orga-
nited ,during Summer 1965 to assess vari-
ous aspects of the first year's offerings.
One such tears was developed for the Ed-
-ucational Media Institute Evaluation
Project (EM/E), sponsored'by the Depart-
ment of Audiovisual Instruction of the
National Education Association. Its pur-
pose(was to identify important program
elements believed to influence the effec-
tiveness of the 36 educational media spe-
cialist institutes and 13 of the 26
school librarianship institutes that em-
phasized in their programs the "instruc-
tional materials center" concept in the
work of school librarians.

suppott for attention to various types
of eduCational media in so-called "con-
tent institutes," ih.addition to those
1

1

for educational media specialists and
school library personnel, stemmed from
the wording of th?. Title XI National De-
fense Act itself which stipulated that
all institutes so authorized should give
attention, among other things, to ". . .

advanced study in the use of new ma-
terials." The Manual for the Preparation
of Proposals) for Summer .1966 elaborated

this point:

The purpose of an institute
is instructional and the use
of new teaching materials is
encouraged. These materials
include modern communications
materials as well as new
printed and curriculum mater-
ials. But the development of
teaching materials per se is
not authorized and may not be
subsidized. However, such
developmental work may be re-
lated activity in an institute

1See Evaluations of Summer 1965 NDEA In-
stitutes, San Jose: Educational Media
Institute Evaluation Project, 1965, pp.
6-3, 6-4.



when its objective is to dem-
onstrate how participants may
prepare special materials.

Two activities were carried out by the
Educational Media Institute Evaluation
Project (EMIE) during Summer 1965 as part
of a plan to assess, in a preliminary way,
the scope and quality of attention to
"new instructional materials" in various
content institutes. The first involved
EMIE's employment in each of several
fields of an individual whose competence
with respect to instructional materials
and to the field itself qualified him to
evaluate the work of a small ample of
institutes to be visited in person. Four
institutes in each of six fields---history,
geography, English, reading, modern for-
eign languages, and disadvantaged youth---
were studied in this manner. A portfolio
of guidelines to be used in such visits
aided in standardizing assessments. At
each institute, the on-site visitor study-
ing "new instructional materials" joined
a team of evaluators whose concerns were
the broader aspects of the Institute pro-
gram.

A second apprOadh to gathering data
for this phase of the EMIE study involved
use of a brief questionnaire sent to 371
institute directors near the end of the
Summer 1965 sessions. This questionnaire
asked directors,to assess the attention
in their institutes to each of five "new
instructional materials" activities (ar-
ranging special exhibits of new materials,
providing laboratory facilities for pro-
ducing simple instructional materials,
giving demonstrations of recommended ways
of teaching with instructional materials,
requiring or aiding enrollees to become
acquainted with or to review critically
various new instructional materials, and
providing information about new materials
through catalogs, source lists, and the
like).

Observations of on-site visitors and
analysis of the questionnaire returns
(286 of 371, or 77%) led to the follow-
ing conclusions:

*At least to some extent, nearly
all institutes appear to give
attention to "new instructional
materials" in their study activ-
ities.

*The quality and frequency of this
attention varied considerably---
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ranging from "very little" and
"poor" to "considerable" and
"good." 3or the most pert, how-
ever, on -rite visitors assessed
the use observed as being far be-
low the expected potential for
the fields concerned.

*The most frequent use of new in-
structional materials and tech-
niques appeared to occur in
modern foreign languages.

*Directors of content institutes
appeared in most instances not to
be aware of the full scope and
variety of available new instruc-
tional materials applicable to
the needs of elementary and sec-
ondary school teachers. On-site
visitors were unanimous in their
belief that were such information
to be generally available to di-
rectors of future institutes, a
considerable increase in scope
and quality of attention to new
instrucUonal materials would
result.

*On-site visitors concluded that,
in general, institute directors
and participants alike regarded
as important and useful the kinds
of involvement they had .had with
new instructional materials.

Another question included with the
questionnaire distributed to the 371 Sum-
mer 1965 institute directors asked: "If
you were to be an institute director for
Summer 1966, would you be interested in
attending a special institute (during
Spring 1966) in one of three locations in
the United States for the sole purpose of
allowing you to improve or extend your
acquaintance with new materials, equip-
ment, and utilization techniques related
to your special field?"

Responses indicated that nearly all
(257 of 286) thought such special insti-
tutes would be worth having. The rec-
ommended maximum length was one week.

Special Media Institutes

As a result of the first year's expe-
rience with the expanded Title XI NDEA
institute program and with results of the
on-site visits and questionnaire study to
assess the scope and quality of attention
to new instructional materials, as just



described, the staff of the Deoartment of
Instructional Technology of the Univer-
sity of Southern California proposed to
the U.S. Office of Education that it
develop a pilot series of institutes to
develop the ability of directors to cope
with "new materials" problems in their in-
stitutes. The 1965-66 academic year pro-
gram, as funded, included sub-contracts
with the Audiovisual Center of Michigan
State University and the Center for In-
structional Communications of Syracuse
University.

As carried out, this pilot program
consisted of a series of one-week work-
shops in educational media,, attended
voluntarily by 45 English professors
(University of Southern California), 30
geography professors (Michigan State
University), and 30 history professors
(Syracuse University). In addition, a
combination workshop (at the University
of Southern California) was attended by
five professors each from the fields of
school librarianship, reading, and modern
foreign languages. All institutes lasted
five days and were restricted to 15 par-
ticipants. Eight institutes, enrolling
in all 120 professors, were held during
February and March, 1966.

The general objectives of these insti-
tutes, as listed in the master proposal
were:

1. To bring institute directors into
immediate contact with the newest
and best media in their respective
disciplines. The term, "media,"
was understood here to include
printed materials such as books
and programmed units and manuals,
graphic aids, photographs, dis-
plays, audio and visual record-
ings, film in all its forms (still
and motion), overhead projection,
teaching machines, closed circuit
and broadcast television, and var-
ious combinations of these used as
"teaching systems."

2. To promote the active exchange of
ideas regarding the roles of media
in their respective programs.

Effort was to be made to encourage
cross-comparisons and to open for
trainees new vistas for effective
uses of instructional materials.
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3. To introduce outstanding examples
of educational innovation through
media, e.g., self-contained
learning laboratories, a "systems-
approach" to teaching, and the

'like. This introduction was aimed
at placing media in the broad con-
text of teaching strategies and
improved learning climates.

The Project Director for the Special
Media Institutes program was Dr. Lester
Beck. Be superVised the preparation of
the training plan, conducted meetings of
the advisory group and of trainees, mon-
itored the sub-contracts of Syracuse and
Michigan State University, developed and
administered the evaluation program, and
supervised the preparation of a summary
report of findings. Dr. Beck also served
as the director of the University of
Southern California's Special Media In-
stitutes in English as well as the one
arranged especially for combined groups
in school librariandhip, reading, and mod-
ern foreign languages. Dr. John Barson
directed Michigan State University's two
Special Media Institutes in geography; Dr.
Donald P. Ely was the director for Syra-
cuse University's two Special Media Insti-
tutes in history.

Typically, the program of each of
these institutes was offered in a self-
contained laboratory in which trainees
had ready access to a rich collection of
media selected especially for the purpose.
Individual study stations were equipped
with projectors and tape recorders so as
to facilitate preview and evaluation ac-
tivities. Each trainee was also provided
a handbook listing available instructional
resources and providing useful evaluation
and space for note-taking and record-
keeping. Three specialists---one in media
and one in subject matter---were available
throughout each day to advise and work
with trainees. A laboratory assistant was
also provided to help with audiovisual
equipment operation and maintenance.

The Special Media Institute Impact Study
(SMIIS Project)

A proposal to study the effects of the
Special Media Institutes upon the subse
quent behavior of Title XI NDEA institute
directors was submitted in the Spring of
1966 through the Association of American
Geographers to the Consortium of Profes-



sional Associations to Supervise Studies
of Special Programs for the Improvement
of Instruction in American Education.
This project proposal, to be known as
"The Special Media Institute Impact Study
(SMIIS)" and funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, was to be conducted by the De-
partment of Audiovisual Instruction of
the National Education Association.

Objectives of the approved Special Me-
dia Institute Impact Study (funded May 4,
1966) were as follows:

*To discover post-institute opin-
ions of participants regarding
the value (strengths, weaknesses,
utility) of their institute ex-
periences;

*To assess the extent and quality
of applications later made by
these participants in their own
institutes of "new materials,"
ideas, skills, and knowledge
gained during the special one-
week institutes;

*To determine the nature of prob-
lems (administrative, budgetary,
or other) regarded by institute
directors as restricting such
new media applications in their
own programs; and

*To obtain data on which to base
suggestions for the improvement
of future Special Media Insti-
tutes.

The Advisory Board for the SMIIS Pro-
ject (appointed by Dr. Anna L. Hyer, Ex-
ecutive Secretary, Department of
Audiovisual Instruction, NEA) included:
Dr. John Barson, Associate Director,
Audiovisual Center, Michigan State Uni-
versity; Dr. Donald Ely, Director, Center
for Instructional Communications, Syracuse
University; Dr. Lester Beck, affiliated
for this project with the Department of
Instructional Technology, University of
Southern California; and Dr. Hyer.

The SMIIS Project, as planned, involved
field visits to 32 Summer 1966 content
field institutes supported by Title XI of
the NDEA. These institutes, grouped by
content fields, were to be visited by an
expert possessing special background in
the use of new media as well as in the
content field itself. The four groups of
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institutes to be studied were: (1) English,
(2) geography, (3) history, and (4) "other
fields,"-the latter involving directors of
reading, modern foreign languages, and
school library personnel institutes.

Four factors were involved in select-
ing the eight institutes to be visited in
each field: (1) a reasonable geographical
distribution within each of the major re-
gions of the United States was sought, (2)
six of the eight institutes in each of the
fields of English, history, and geography
were to be directed by individuals who had
attended one of the Special Media Insti-
tutes, and two in each field were not, (3)

convenience of calendar schedules was to
be considered so as to permit on-site vis-
itors to meet their schedules within the
time allotted, and (4) costs of travel
were to be considered so as to provide
proper institute coverage Within the bud-
get provided. Suggestions for specific
institutes to be visited were obtained
from the U.S. Office of Education person-
nel, directors of the Special Media In-
stitutes, and members of related profession-
al associations, as well as from the in-
dividuals assigned to conduct the field
studies.

Institute locations finally selected
(and on-site visitors assigned) were as
follows ("C" denotes a control institute
---one directed by an individual who did
not attend a Special Media Ins,titute):

*English (Dr. Martha Cox, San Jose
State College). University of
Nevada, Reno, Nevada (C); Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; Lawrence University,
Appleton, Wisconsin; College of
William and Mary, Williamburg,
Virginia; Rutgers, The State Uni-
versity, New Brunswick, New Jer-
sey; City University of New York,
Hunter College, N.Y., New York;
University of Santa Clara, Santa
Clara, California (C); and Loretto
Heights College, Loretto, Colorado.

*History Dr. Beryl Blain, Indiana
University). Arkansas State Col-
lege, State College, Arkansas (C);
Chadron State College, Chadron,
Nebraska; The Citadel, Charleston,
South Carolina (C); Indiana State
University, Terre Haute, Indiana;



College of the Holy Cross, Worces-
ter, Massachusetts; Union College,
Schenectady, New York; University
of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio; and San
Jose State College, San Jose, Cal-
ifornia.

*Geography (Mr. Charles F. Gritzner,
Louisiana State University). Uni-
versity of Texas, Austin, Texas,

(C); University of Wisconsin, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin (C); University
of Georgia, Athens, Georgia; Uni-
versity of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii,
Oregon State University, Corvallis,
Oregon; University of Idaho, Mos-
cow, Idaho; University of South-
western Louisiana, Lafayette,
Louisiana; and Florida State Uni-
versity, Tallahassee, Florida.

*Modern Foreign Languages (Dr.
Phil C. Lange, Teachers College,
Columbia' University). Murray
State College, Murray, Kentucky;
Gannon College, Erie, Pennsyl-
vania; and Furman University,
Greenville, South Carolina.

*Reading (Mr. Kenneth McIntyre,
University of North Carolina).
Eastern Michigan University,
Ypsilanti, Michigan; New Mexi-
co Highlands University, Las
Vegas, New Mexico; and State
University of New York, Col-
lege at Buffalo, Buffalo, New
York.

*School Library (Mr.

Kenneth McIntyre, University of
North Carolina). University of
Georgia, Athens, Georgia; and
Indiana State University, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

Thus it will be seen that the 32 in-
stitutes were located throughout various
regions of continental United States and
Hawaii. Seven were in the East, eight
in the South, seven in the Midwest, six
in the Rocky Mountains and Plains Region,
three on the Pacific Coast, and one in
Hawaii.

Conducting the On-site Visits

Procedures employed in developing
plans for field visits to the institutes
selected for the SMIIS Project were as

a.
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*Final reports of the completed
Special Media Institutes held
earlier at University of South-
ern California, Michigan State
University, and Syracuse Uni-
versity were studied.

*A rough draft was developed of
suggested steps, criteria, and
procedures for conducting on-
site visits. Special attention
was given to questions and sug-
gestions for observations that
pertained to the objectives and
related activities identified
for the Special Media Institutes.
This material was submitted for
criticism to members of the
SMIIS Advisory Board and to the
five on-site visitors.

*A smooth version of this plan
was then developed on the basis
of these suggestions. Copies
of this plan and a full expla-
nation of its intended uses
were then sent to the 32 direc-
tors whose institutes were to
be visited requesting indication
of their willingness to parac-
ipate in the project. Upon xe-
ceipt of such acknowledgement,

the on-site visitors and direc-
tors together arranged mutually
satisfactory visiting schedules.
The recommended period for these
visits was the third, fourth, or
fifth week of a six-week insti-
tute. Each visit was to last no
more than two days.

*An interview guide was developed
to assist the on-site visitors
during their two-day visit.
This schedule was also submitted
for criticism to members of the
SMIIS Advisory Hoare. and to the
five on-site visitors.

*A smooth version of the Inter-
view Guide was developed from
these suggestions and discussed
(by mail and telephone) with the
five on-site visitors. Questions
pertaining to its use were set-
tled at that time. This guide
was designed to be used during
interviews with directors, par-
ticipants, and campus audiovisual
directors. One Interview Guide
folio was furnished for each



visit. A complete Interview

Guide is included in the Appen-
dix of this report.

Each on-site visitor was asked to
write: (1) an individual institute report
following in detail the outline of the
Interview Guide, and (2) a final summary
report of all his visits viewed together.
This latter summary report was planned to
constitute a separate by-lined chapter in
this SMIIS final report.

Upon completing each visit, the on-
site visitor wrote a factual report of
his observations. This was then sent to
the SMIIS Project Coordinator who repro-
duced and sent it to the director of the
visited institute. In an accompanying
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letter, the director was invited to com-
ment further upon the visitor's observa-
tions should he care to do so. All such
comments were noted and furnished in
turn to the on-site visitor as a refer-
ence in preparing his final summary re-
port.

The chapters following present the ob-
servations and details drawn from these
on-site visits as they pertain to the
objectives of the SMIIS Study. The final
chapter, "Summary and Recommendations,"
will discuss recommendations considered
applicable to all fields as well as rec-
ommendations unique to content areas.



History Institutes

By

Beryl Blain

Indiana University

The study of history can encompass a
wide range and varied approaches to its
content. Each study may concentrate on
historical periods of a single nation or
of several nations; on historical events,
recent or past, and their influence with-
in a.nation or nations; or on areas of
the world---their culture, economy, gov-
ernment---and interrelationships of these
areas. Similarly, an approach to the
study of historical content may be var-
ied; it may be thematic, interpretative,
comparative, topical, or chronological,
or it may have different combinations of
these qualities.

In visiting eight of the Summer 1966
History Institutes the writer found no
two alike, either in content offered or
in approach to the study of selected con-
tent. However, similarities did exist in
their programs. While content was an es-
sential component in them, attention was
also given to media, although the degree
of that attention ranged from minimal to
substantial. And when the organization
of the institute programs was considered,
the writer found that all eight insti-
tutes could be classified either as
"content -media oriented" or as "content-
oriented."
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In content-media oriented programs,
both substantive courses and media in-
struction were essential components. The
defining criterion for content-media pro-
grams was the inclusion of either a meth-
ods or a materials and methods course.
Three institutes met this criterion. A
fourth program also was classified as
content-media although the methods and
media instruction was considered an in-
formal program component. However, the
extent of production activities in the
program, the provision of a well-e..quipped
materials center, and the use of two me-
dia specialists provided media instruc-
tion comparable to that included in the
materials and methods courses.

The remaining four institute programs
were classified as content - oriented be-
cause, in them, materials and methods of
instruction were considered peripheral
components and emphasis was placed, in-
stead on substantive courses.

The determining factor influencing pro-
gram orientation was the director's view
with regard to needs he believed his in-
stitute should meet as a means of improv7

. ing the teaching of history or social
studies. Therefore, consideration of the



attention given to media in any one
institute had'to be viewed in light of
the stated institute objectives.

Directors of six of the institutes at-
tended the Special Media Institute for
History at Syracuse University; the other
two had not. In this report, the writer
did not take this particular factor into
account except in the section entitled,
"Influences of the History-Media Institute."

Observed Uses of Media

The most extensive uses of media in
history institutes classified as content-
Media-oriented programs were observed in
Methods or methods and materials courses.
Three institutes included such courses in
their formal instructional programs.
Their content and media activities ob-
served in connection with them are de-
scribed_in some detail in what follows.

In one institute, the course was enti-
tled "Materials, Methods, and Techniques
in United States History." Its instruc-
tor had planned demonstrations and dis-
cussions of the selection and use of
newspapers, motion pictures, bulletin
boards, maps and globes, local resources,
field trips, and recorded materials.
Also included was instruction in textbook
evaluation, use and sources of supplemen-
tary printed materials, planning and
using group discussions and student re-
ports, handling controversial issues in
the classroom, preparing lesson outlines,
planning classroom experiences for gifted
and below-average students, and construc-
ting tests and evaluating student growth.
The writer visited this institute early
in its program; instruction had not prog-
ressed sufficiently far to see results.
During her visit, however, participants
toured the Audiovisual Center where fa-
cilities and services were explained by
the audiovisual director.

In the second institute, the course
was entitled "Methods and Materials of
Instruction," and the work was organized
under the units: (1) unit teaching, (2)

group work skills, (3) instructional re-
source materials, (4) audiovisual mate-
rials, and (5) evaluation. Detailed here
are two units: instructional resource
materials and audiovisual materials.

Instructional Resource Materials,
Sources of information for instruc-
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tional materials; programmed instruc-
tion; newest materials available for
use in classroom; evaluation of
courses of study from outstanding
school systems; making use of commu-
nity resources; studying the community
and community service.

Audiovisual Materials, Graphic mate-
rials, posters, cartoons, common
kinds of charts (time, line, etc.);
free and inexpensive materials;
graphs, maps, and globes; teaching map
and globe concepts; making inexpensive
maps and globes; motion pictures;
television; field trips; demonstra-
tions; dramatized experiences; debates
and discussion; recordings and exhib-
its; creating filmstrips and slide
series.

The institute program of which the
above course is a part, was unique in the
manner in which it correlated substantive
courses and the materials and methods
courses through field trips. Prior to
the writer's visit, one such week-end
field trip had been taken. During her
visit, a week-long trip was in the pro-
cess of being planned. Media activities
connected with these trips are described
in some detail in the following para-
graphs.

One follow-up activity of the week-end
field trip was a bulletin board project
prepared by a participant committee. En-
titled "Here Is the West," the bulletin
board displayed pictorial, object, and
reading materials associated with an
"old" West theme. Other materials were
arranged on a table beneath the bulletin
board.

Good utilization practices were evi-
dent in the preparations being made for
the week-long trip, in the activities
'planned during the trip, and in the as-
signed follow-up activities. The writer
observed the use of a serves of film-
strips to prepare participants for what
they would "see" on the trip. This series,
entitled "Learning Through Seeing," was
produced by the institute director. He
demonstrated three ways to use sound film-
strips: (1) by showing some frames with
the recorded narration; (2) by showing
some frames with no commentary, but only
with questions to stimulate viewers to
see "things" in the visuals; and (3) by
asking some participants to serve as nar-
rators to read aloud the printed commen-
tary supplied in a study guide.
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Participants were encouraged to take
their cameras on trips. Future discus-
sions in preparing for the trip were to
include some simple scripting ideas. Par-
ticipants were also challenged to "think
up" some way of marking the cars so they
would be descriptive of the trip's pur-
pose.

While the trip was in progress, even-
ing discussions would review the day's
events and project to events planned for
the following day. A traveling library
was to accompany the group, and a special-
ist was to join them to serve as a special
lecturer. All faculty members and the di-
ector were to accompany the participants.

Follow-up activities assigned included
the making of a "log" with emphasis on
its being creative but applicable to the
participants' own teaching situations.
The "log" was expected to represent not
only a written record of the trip but a
collection of visual-verbal materials and
realia.

A third institute included in its in-
structional program a methods course en-
titled "Teaching American History
Learners." Emphasis of this course was
on methods of teaching with particular
rather than a broad range of instructional
materials. The following topics were in-
cluded: (1) characteristics of slow
learners, (2) approaches to teaching Amer-
ican history to slow learners, (3) Amer-
ican history course designs for slow
learners; (4) learning materials and
equipment for slow learners. Materials
and methods observed in connection with
this course are described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

Closed-circuit television linkage
the Laboratory School enabled partici-
pants to observe demonstration lessons
in teaching American history to a class
of slow learners. On one day of the writ-
er's visit, the institute director re-
placed the regular teacher of the class.
Before the telecast, he showed partici-
pants several overhead transparencieE he
intended to use later and discussed with
them his proposed teaching method and
techniques---those of critical inquiry
and role playing. Following the telecast,

both the director and the regular teacher
discussed the demonstration lesson with
the participants, eliciting from them
their own evaluation of his demonstra-

with
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tion, their ideas of other methods and
techniques he might have employed, and
their own experiences in presenting the
basic concept of similar lessons in their
own teaching situations. Participants.
were invited to try out their ideas,with
this class, and several indicated their
desire to do so. Videotapes were made
of these demonstrations for replay and
detailed study. The writer was privi-
leged to see a replay of an earlier les-
son in which the "old rumor game" was
utilized as the teaching technique.

Community understanding of school pro-
grams for slow learners is essential to
community support of such programs.
Teachers of slow learners may be called
upon to perform such public relation
functions. To provide participants with
experience in the use of radio as a public
relation technique, the director initiated
a series of radio information programs
entitled "A Crisis in Education: Teaching
Slow Learners" broadcast from the campus
FM radio station. Late during the after-
noon of the writer's visit, the director
and four institute participants presented
a panel discussion about the nature and
ahakadteristics of slow learners. Par-
ticipants listened to the broadcast,
which was taped for replay and study. Un-
fortunately, the writer was not on campus
for the follow-up discussion. In later
programs in the series, other participants
were to have opportunities to plan and
participate in similar programs.

During the writer's visit a third ac-
tivity took place in the methods course
which merits mention here. The assistant
institute director took fifteen of the
men participants (the women were not per-
mitted to go) to visit with teachers in
an instructional program at the State
Farm School (a penal farm for men). From
the visit, participants hoped to learn
the approaches of these teachers to teach-
ing history to adults and, at the same
time, to obtain adult reactions. The fif-
teen were to share their information with
other participants in later discussion
periods. The writer witnessed among this
group of participants more sharing.of
teaching techniques, methods, and.self-
designed and self-prepared materials and
more seeming enthusiasm for their teaching
roles than in any other institute. Per-
haps this was because of their singleness
of purpose.
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The programs of half the institutes
visited appeared to be content oriented.
In them, teaching methods and media ac-
tivities were somewhat peripheral or
were only informal components of the in-
structional program itself. One common
media activity was the showing and dis-
cussion of films and filmstrips, some
of which 'dealt with teaching methods and
others supplementing content presented
formally in the program. In some insti-
tutes, preview and discussion periods
were scheduled regularly; in others,
scheduling was random, often governed
only by receipt of ordered materials or
by the appropriateness of the material
to substantive aspects of courses under
way.

In one institute, a number of films
had been ordered from the U.S. Department
of State film library. Prior to the
writer's visit, two of these films had
been shown and discussed. Films were se-
lected to supplement the substantive
courses and to serve, as well, as exam-
ples of free materials available from
typical governmental departments.

Following the Syracuse Special Media
Institute, two directors ordered the
Fenton films* and selected other titles
relevant to substantive courses for group
viewing and discussion. In one of these
institutes, the director and administra-
tive assistant previewed and evaluated
films and filmstrips originally selected.
Those deemed unsuitable for general par-
ticipant viewing were eliminated. In one
seminar discussion, the nature of the
discussion led the director to show a set
of transparencies with an accompanying
tape recording, "Ohio River Valley."*
Scheduled. for a future period was the LP
recording, "Hark, the Years," containing
recorded voices of more than fifty out-
standing celebrities of two centuries.
Still another seminar discussion was di-
rected toward the role of the textbook,
multiple textbooks and resource materials,
and the proper relationships of teacher,
texts, and students. A discussion of
illustrations in textbooks led one par-
ticipant to say that he had found repro-
ductions of paintings the most useful

*Prepared by Dr. Edwin Fenton, Carnegie
Institute of Technology, to demonstrate
the inductive approach to teaching his-
tory.
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pictorial materials in textbooks. The
instructor, himself, cited the Carnegie
Foundation Slide Series when asked about
sources of slides of paintings.

In still another institute, the direc-
tor showed a series of "pilot" prints of
his own filmstrip series of Africa.**
This showing followed a morning lecture.
Attendance was optional; approximately
half ele participants remained.. The film-
strips stimulated many questions about
Africa thus revealing the interest of par-
ticipants in the people, customs, and
living conditions of Africa. One partici-
pant offered,to operate the equipment so
as to enable the director to concentrate
on his teaching duties.

Three institutes scheduled preview and
discussion periods of selected titles or
of the five titles released in the Fenton
film series.*** Participants' reactions
to these films are described in a follow-
ing section, "Participants' Comments."
In one institute, viewing of the Fenton
films was followed by discussions of cur-
ricular developments. Participants who
had been engaged in curriculum revision
work in their own school systems de-
scribed what they sought to do. Some
were being helped by institutions of
higher learning (Yale University and Wil-
liams College). A representative of Ed-
ucational Services had also bean invited
to be a guest speaker for one of these
sessions. Participants' reactions to
these activities seemed most favorable;
one from a small system stated that hear-
ing what others were doing "made his
mouth water." He was discouraged, how-
ever, about the possibilities of trying
out such things in his own school system.

**Titles in this series are: "An East
African Journey"; "West Africa: Arch-
itecture"; "Ethiopia: Architecture";
"West African Journey."

***Six teacher training films demonstra-
ting an inductive approach to teaching,
prepared by Dr. Edwin Fenton, Carnegie
Institute of Technology, and distributed
by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 383
Madison Avenue, New York, 10017.
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The use of media in substantive
courses was minimal in the eight insti-
tutes visited. Frequently, it was lim-
ited to the chalkboard upon which names,
dates, and places or the main points of a
lecture were listed as mentioned. The
following examples describe specific uses
observed by the writer.

One instructor had overlayed a mili-
tary map of Vietnam with acetate and,
with a felt-point marker, outlined bound-
aries and noted places of current inter-
est. Throughout this lecture, he used
the map especially well to show geograph-
ical features contributing to difficul-
ties of warfare, to locate places dis-
cussed in the lecture, and to contrast
the conditions of terrain.

In two separate institutes, the writer
observed two instructors of substantive
courses making commendable use of films.
In the first instance, the film used was
entitled, "You Are There: The Bank Holi-
day Crisis of 1933." The instructor's
introduction prepared participants for
the film content and linked it to a pre-
vious lecture. Also, he asked partici-
pants to note especially content that
would need to be clarified if the film
were to be used with high school students.
Following the showing, he elicited from
participants not only what they had
learned about the film, but also what its
contributions might be toward aiding high
school students to understand what a
"bank holiday" really is.

In the second instance observed, the
instructor appointed a participant com-
mittee to preview the film with him, "The
Constitution and the Right to Vote," to
determine its possible value for the rest
of the class. The committee decided it
did have value. On the day the film was
shown, its members constituted themselves
as a panel to introduce it and to lead a
post-showing discussion. The most lively
part of the discussion was in answer to
the questions: Could you use this film in
your class? If so, why and how?

One instructor had outlined his lec-
ture points on overhead transparencies
rather than the chalkboard. During his
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lecture he presented statistical data,
showed reproductions of historical per-
sonages, and located geographical points
on a simple map sketch.*

The writer is of the opinion that
overhead projectuals are rapidly "taking
hold" in classrooms in this country.
One instructor showed the writer numerous,
transparencies he had prepared and a 3-M
kit he had purchased so that he could
prepare additional projectuals as needed.
His use of these materials had so stimu-
lated a fellow faculty member of ehe in-
stitute that the latter had, by his own
words, become "converted." At the Syra-
cuse Special Media Institute, one direc-
tor used part of his free time to make
Thermofax transparencies of maps in an
atlas he himself is preparing for publi-
cation. He reported that he had used
these maps in his institute lectures.

Other reported, but not observed,
uses of media in substantive courses were
of films, filmstrips, tapes, and slides
from personal collections. The following
exemplifies one of the reported uses of a
film. "A, History of the Negro in Amer-
ica" was introduced by reading a clipping
from the New York Times about revising
textbooks and other materials to recog-
nize the Negro's place in American his-
tory. Following this showing, questions
were asked: Could you show this film in
your school? What would be your reason(s)
for showing it? For not showing It?
What purposes could it fulfill?

In all eight institutes visited, spe-
cial demonstrations in the use or pro-
duction of inexpensive materials were
observed frequently. Several directors
had invited 3-M Company representatives
to demonstrate the making of transparen-
cies by the Thermofax method. In addi-
tion, participants of one institute were
taken to the local Tecnifax plant for,a
four-hour demonstration.

*The writer also visited a new classroom
building on this same campus. There
each room was found to be equipped with
a screen, an overhead projector (instead
of a chalkboard), and a portable, combi-
nation lectern-overhead projector stand.
The institute director was instrumental
in obtaining this innovation; he did, how-
ever, point out that chalkboards had been
added later in some rooms because of
faculty demands.
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Two institute directors invited map
company representatives to display and
to demonstrate uses of their maps and
globes.

Inspired by the demonstration at the
Special Media Institute of different ways
to use films, one director gave a similar
demonstration to his participants. Par-
ticipants stated this demonstration pro-
vided them with new insights into ways of
utilizing filmic materials.

Institutes having collections of media
in their own materials centers offered
participants ample previewing and eval-
uating opportunities. Usually filmstrips,

tapes, and recordings were housed perma-
nently in the centers; films were usually
ordered for periods of one or two weeks.
Two institute directors required.partici-
pants to fill in evaluation forms for ma-
terials used. In one case, the director

planned to collate these evaluations and
later to distribute duplicated copies of ,

them to all participants. In still a
third institute, participants were asked

to fill in evaluation forms for those ma-
terials they saw during the viewing and
discussion, periods. The evaluation forms
used were similar to those distributed by
EFLA (Educational Film Library Associa-
tion).

Facilities for Media

Since all institutes included substan-
tive courses in their programs, the writ-
er considered that facilities within
classrooms where substantive courses were
taught were of critical importance.
Therefore, the writer attended one ses-
sion of each substantive course and
.noted media facilities provided. Two pat-
terns were observed.

First, media were shown in the rooms
designated as classroomswith only two
exceptions. These two classrooms could
not be darkened. In one case, partici-
pants were taken to a preview room in
the Audiovisual Center for classes in-
volving uses of media. In the other,
they were taken to a science building
classroom equipped for projection.

Second, when media were used, equip-
ment was brought to the classroom. In
no institute was the classroom itself
permanently equipped with major media
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installations, although in some rooms
screens and chalkboards were permanently
mounted.

All eight institutes had established
an instructional materials center for
use of participants. The location of
this center varied; sometimes it was at
the rear of an ordinary classroom; at
other times it was in a special area set
aside in a seminar or discussion room.
In two cases it was housed in an' area of
the library reserved for participants'
use; in one case it was concentrated in
a large room used solely for an in-
structional materials center. Space
occupied by a center ranged from a sim-
ple table or a bookshelf to an entire
room as large as or larger than the usu-
al college classroom.

In four institutes, some or all types
of projected and recorded materials were
available for previewing and evaluating
in the materials centers; in two of the
four cases, resources of the Audiovisual
Center were additionally available. In
the remaining four cases, previewing and
discussion of materials took place during
regularly scheduled periods, as described
later.

Media'for the materials centers were
selected by the director (sometimes in
conjunction with the assistant director
or administrative assistant or with in-
structors) with the criteria of selection
being the substantive course content pe-
culiar to the particular institute.

The materials center of one of the in-
stitutes was well equipped for production
activities with Thermofax copiers, a
Tecnifax diazo copier, a Varitype Head-
liner and Film Strip Printer, and a dry
mount press. The director had obtained
these-items from commerical distributors
on a temporary loan basis.

On the campuses of three institutes an
Audiovisual Center was established, and,
on a fourth, a Division of Extension Ser-
vices provided similar services. All
four had materials collections which were
available to institutes without charge.
Two of the Centers also had production
facilities, but these were available to
institutes only on a "charge" basis. In
these four institutes, the use of the
Audiovisual Center facilities was primar-
ily one of routine services -- loans of



equipment needed for the institute pro-
gram, equipment maintenance or repair,
and booking or ordering instructional
materials, either from the on-campus
materials library or from outside sources.

Directors of the.Audiovisual Centers
on these four campuses knew that a history
institute was being held locally. In one
case, the writer observed a written com-
munication from the Audiovisual director
concerning the arrival of some films for
preview; in another, it was noted that a
letter about some commercial film re-
leases had been forwarded with a note to
the institute director indicating that
the films in question would be ordered
for preview if he wished to see them. In
a third case, the Coordinator of Utiliz-
ation Services of the Audiovisual Center
had sent the institute director a note
offering services of the Center to the
institute program. In a fourth case, the
Director of Extension Services had par-
ticipated with the institute director in
a campus workshop during the spring se-
mester. This activity is described
later.

in no case, however, was the director
of an Audiovisual Center requested to
provide hiS services or the services of
his professional staff in a consultative
capacity concerning the institute program
itself. In one institute, however, a
member of the Audiovisual professional
staff was scheduled as a visiting lecturer
to demonstrate uses of various educational
media.

On campuses where an established audio-
visual center did not exist, directors were
required to rely exclusively upon their
own resources. In three institutes, the
History Department (sometimes jointly
with the Political Science Department)
owned and maintained its own equipment.
Usually, this equipment included only
film, filmstrip-slide, and overhead
projectors; sometimes an opaque projec-
tor, tape recorders, and record players
were included. One of these three could
borrow additional equipment from the
Military Department, if needed. The di-
rector of the fourth institute in this
group borrowed equipment from the
Science Department.

The absence or presence of an on-
campus audiovisual center seemed not to
determine the extent of use of media in
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any institute; rather, the determining
factors appeared to be the interest of
the director and his faculty in media or
the emphasis of the institute program
upon media. Whether the very existence
of an on-campus audiovisual center in-
fluenced the director in his orientation
of the institute program is debatable.
The writer found no evidence that the
Special Media Institute at Syracuse had
stimulated measurably a director to use
the resources and personnel of a campus
audiovisual center.

The writer believes there were two
reasons why the professional services of
an audiovisual staff were not requested
when such services were available. /n
the first place, qualified faculty mem-
bers were hired for the institute itself
to carry out those.responsibilities, or
the directors themselves assumed them.
In two of the four institutes, a methods
and materials course was an integral
part of the institute program. A faculty
member knowledgeable both in the content
of the institute and in methodology and
materials was responsible for bringing
media experiences to participants. In
one of these two institutes, the director
also assumed some of this responsibility.

In a third institute, the director
taught the methods course. During the
regular school year, this director and
his assistant director both had adminis-
trative and supervisory duties in the
Laboratory School. Therefore, the use of
a demonstration class in the Laboratory
School, of the Teaching Materials Center
(reported as one of the most extensive in
the state), and of the CCTV linkage be-
tween the institute classroom and the
Laboratory School were activities the di-
rector and assistant director could pro-
vide but over which the audiovisual
center itself had no jurisdiction.

The second reason for not using the
professional services of an audiovisual
staff was that the design of the insti-
tute program gave emphasis and depth to
content rather than to materials and
methods. Therefore, the peripheral use
of media was handled by the director or
assistant director or by instructors in
the institute and was not considered to
be so extensive as to require services
of audiovisual professionals.
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Only two of the eight institutes pro-
vided facilities for participants to pre-
pare instructional materials. In the
combination classroom-materials center of
one of them, there were several portable
bulletin boards and tables for display
and for work. Production equipment con-
sisted of a 3-M Thermofax copier and a
35mm camera and copy stand, the latter
two items being the personal property of
the director. One participant brought
his own emm camera. Production activ-
ities were planned as part of the mate-
rials and methods course. Early in.the
session the instructor of the materials
and, methods course of one institute had
distributed a handout, "How To Make an
IneXpensive Globe." While production of
the globe was not required, several par-
ticipants indicated they intended to
make one. The assignment of preparing
"logs" of the week-long field trip con-
stituted the basis for many production
activities. A similar project had been
initiated and carried through. success-
fully in the 1965 program, and one of
the instructors told the writer that
these "logs" were almost unbelievable in
their originality, creativeness, and
portrayal of historical knowledge. Also,
he said that the exhibits of these "logs"
and other production projects were widely
visited by other students on campus.

In the second institute, production
activities centered around the preparation
of a short lesson which was later to be
videotaped. An educational media spe-
cialist was engaged for a two-week period
prior to the taping. His responsibilities
included demonstrating methods of prepar-
ing simple, inexpensive materials and
assisting participants in producing mate-
rials for use in the lesson to be video-
taped. Production equipment consisted of
two Thermofax copiers, a Tecnifax diazo
copier, Varitype Headliner and Film Strip
Printer, dry mount press, paper cutter,
and materials and equipment for lettering,
mounting and laminating. In addition to
preparing materials for the lesson to be
videotaped, participants used facilities
to prepare materials for later use in
their own teaching situations. In this
institute, a second educational media
specialist had been engaged for the fol-
lowing two-week period to assist partic-
ipants in taping their lessons and in
suggesting improvements. The campus
closed-circuit television studios and
videotaping facilities were reserved for
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these sessions. Prior to the actual,
taping, participants toured the CCTV fa-
cilities and were given procedural in-
structions.

Instructional Resources

Directors of all eight institutes, in
either direct or implied statements, con-
sidered the instructional resources of
their institutes adequate with respect to
the objectives of their institute pro-
grams, although materials for some sub-
stantive courses were- lacking. Generally,
two factors governed the amount and kinds
of materials about which directors pro-
vided information to their participants:
(1) the director's knowledge of instruc-
tional material's especially suited to the
substantive courses of an institute pro-
gram (The Special Media Institute at
Syracuse contributed substantially to this
knowledge. One director considered the
"blue" source book given him there a most
valuable asset and strongly suggested that
its distribution be continued), (2) the
director's knowledge of the possible uses
of media in future teaching assignments
of participants. In one institute, for
example, free and inexpensive teaching
materials were emphasized because of low
school budgets for rental or purchase of
materials. In another case, filmstrips,
slides, and bulletin boards were empha-
sized, rather than films, because the
former were thought to be more readily
available to participants.

All directors supplied participants
with extensive bibliographies of refer-
ence materials relating to the substan-
tive courses. Several publishing
companies supplied directors with free
copies of numerous paperbacks; others
were purchased. Directors also collected
a wide assortment of pamphlets, maga-
zines, and study guides from such orga-
nizations as the Committee for Economic
Development, The Foreign Policy Associa-
tion, Education and World Affairs, Civic
Education Service, the National Council
for the Social Studies, and the Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions.
Some directors listed in their bibliog-
raphies sources of audiovisual materials.

Campus libraries often housed special
collections of instructional materialso
related to substantive courses of.the in-



stitutes. Notable examples were the Pay-
son Jackson Treat Collection at San Jose
State College; the collection of chil-
dren's books at Chadron State College; and
the collection of General Eisenhower's and
General Clark's papers at The Citadel.
Directors and instructors often supple-
mented such reading and reference materi-
als with items from their own private
collections.

Where film and filmstrip libraries
were available, collections of titles
ranged from several hundred to several
thousand. Such numbers are of little
relevance to the actual use of such ma-
terials in the institutes, however, since
the size of a collection does not indicate
its usefulness to the program of a given
institute. For example, the writer noted
that on the campus with the largest film
collection, only four titles in the list
of films requested by the institute di-
rector were actually available at the on-
campus film library. In another institute,
however, one of the instructors observed
that his institution's instructional ma-
terials collection for history was very
goi'd. He attributed this fact to the
director's special interest in materials
and his systematic addition to the li-
brary over the years.

Slide sets and overhead projectuals
used in institutes were usually drawn
from private collections of the director
and/or his faculty. Some projectuals
had been purchased for history depart-
ments or especially for the institute.
Few single concept or 8mm films dealing
with historical content were available.
One director ordered the Eyegate series
on Africa but doubted he would get them
and believed that, if he did, it would
not be in time for participants to pre-
view and evaluate them.

All institutes provided maps for in-
structor and participant use and refer-
ence. Without exception, these maps were
owned by the Division of Social Sciences,
the History Department, or jointly by the
Department of History and Political Sci-
ence. Types of maps used usually re-
flected director and faculty preferences.
In one instance, True Raised Relief Maps*

*Aero Service Corporation, Photogrammetric
Engineers, Relief Model Division, 210
East Courtland Street, Philadelphia 20,
Pa.
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were preferred because of their reputed
accuracy. In another, large-sized maps
were used because of their easy read-
ability for participants seated in back
rows. One instructor of a materials and
media course used his personal collection
of maps showing the various trails used
in the Westward movement.

Maps were displayed in the materials
center of only one institute. This par-
ticular display was the series of sculp -.

tural Relief Maps with transparent
plastic overlays (A. J. Nystrom & Com-
pany). One institute did not attempt map
and globe displays because the Teaching
Materials Center in the campus library
had such exhibits, and participants were
free to use the resources of this Center.

Many free descriptive materials given
participants included information about
maps and map utilization. Examples:
(1) An issue of Nystrom's "Around the
World" (one in a series of publications
describing how globes and maps can be used
in teaching pupils some basic geographic
relationships); (2) Rand McNally's "Re-
lief Outline and Desk Outline Maps" and
the "RanVue Teaching Transparencies for
Overhead Projectors"; and (3) Free de-
scriptive materials from the Civic Edu-
cation Service including information
about several "Headline-Focus Wall Maps"
and an example map of "Divided Germany."

Charts and a globe were noted in only
one classroom. The globe was a 16 -inch
Merged Relief (Land McNally), and the
chart was the "American Economic Series"
by Denoyer-Geppert. One materials center
had on display the Nystrom charts, "Map
Symbols and Geographic Terms."

Collections of still pictures were
non-existent in either classroom or in
materials centers. The writer did note
on a bulletin board in one center an an-
nouncement of 212 documentary photographs
organized by Dr. John L. Jensen and dis-
tributed by Documentary Photo Aids.*

Exhibits and displays consisted mainly
of printed materials. Prior to the ar-
rival of a visiting lecturer who was to
speak about the Negro in United States
history, one director posted a bulletin

*Documentary Photo Aids, P.O. Box 2237,
Phoenix, Arizona, 85002.



board display of pictures and materials
obtained from The Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History, Inc.

Historical sites or reconstructions
were accessible to four institutes. In
one institute, field trips to historical
sites were an integral part of the in-
structional program. Details cf this
activity have been described earlier.
In the other three institutes, field
trips were regarded as recreational or
enriching rather than instructional ac-
tivities. Directors did furnish partici-
pants with information about sites to be
visited and, in two cases, arranged de-
tails of trips.

Two institutes had access to on-campus
museums. In neither case, however, was
the museum's content related directly to
the institute program. In one case, it
was suggested that participants become
acquainted with museum offerings because
its curator was in the process of plan-
ning a mobile museum. exhibit for schools,
for the following year.

Student Reactions to Media Experiences

Since it is found that participants
apply to institutes they believe will
meet their needs, institutes finally at-
tended seem to meet their expectations.
Those who attend content-oriented insti-
tutes usually do so because they need
historical content for new curricular
offerings of their schools or they seek
recent interpretations of the content of
already established history courses.
Participants interviewed rarely expressed
a desire for information about new teach-
ing strategies or applications of content
to particular teaching situations. A few
did express interest in learning more a-
bout team teaching strategies.

Participants in content-oriented in-
stitutes were interested in materials
that could be used in their teaching, but
this interest was likely to be directed
more toward text and reference materials
than to other types of instructional
media. Where the option was offered to
preview projected materials or to audi-
tion recorded materials, it was accepted
by many. Group discussion, following
showings, was regarded as time well
spent.
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Participants attending institutes
where emphasis was given to methods and
materials as well as to content also were
satisfied with the programs they experi-
enced. Relative to materials and methods,
a frequent comment was heard: "It's just
what I needed." This enthusiasm seemed
genuine. But some wished they had known,
prior to coming to the institute, about
the production activqty of the institute
program so they could have brought
"things" from home to turn into trans-
parencies, or to mount, or to laminate.

The Fenton films were shown both in
content-oriented programs and in content-
media programs. Much as might have been
expected, participants varied in their
reactions to ideas and teaching methods
they presented. What struck this writer
was the distinct clustering of reactions
around the two extremities of a typical
acceptance-rejection continuum. The bulk
of participants interviewed were either:
(1) enthusiastic about possibilities of
the inductive teaching method and consid-
ering giving it a try, or (2) negative in
their attitudes toward the whole idea
because "It takes too much time," or
"I'm not teaching a group of exceptional
students."

In general, participants interviewed
reacted favorably to whatever media ac-
tivities an institute program provided;
however, there were a few negative reac-
tions. One participant questioned

whether there was a "dire need of in-
structing them in media." It developed
that he came from a school system with
an already well-established materials
center that provided considerable teacher
assistance in the preparation and use of
media. Most participants appreciated
the director's efforts to provide them
with descriptive information about books,
reference materials, and various other
instructional media. A few expressed
frustration in receiving this material in
such large quantities, however. And one
frustration stemmed from not knowing
which of the materials were good and
which were poor. Many expressed the wish
that only information about the "best" be
given them. A second frustration stemmed
from the unavailability of materials for
their own classes, either because of the
poor distribution within the school sys-
tem or a lack of funds to purchase them.



Influences of the Special Media Institute

The writer believes that the greatest
contribution of the Special Media Insti-
tute to the directors who attended was
the broadening of their perspectives rel-
ative to the media field and to the whole
realm of communication problems in teach-
ing and learning. The writer has con-
cluded, also, that the long-range
consequences of the Special Media Insti-
tute will be greater than their more im-
mediate effects as reflected in the
Summer 1966 History Institutes. This
conclusion stems from a number of things
the writer learned in her discussions
with the six directors who had attended
the Special Media Institute at Syracuse.

First, directors are known to have
shared their Syracuse experiences with
their campus colleagues. There is evi-
dence that this sharing will affect fa-
vorably the future teaching of college
courses.

For example, one director initiated a
faculty in-service workshop that included
demonstrations of making 2" x 2" slides,
3-M transparencies, and masters for the
spirit duplicator, as well as uses of
single concept films, and overhead pro,
jectuals. The director himself assumed
responsibility for the slide production
demonstration. The Director of Extension
Services on this campus told the writer
that the workshop was enthusiastically
received by the faculty and that in-
creased faculty uses of instructional re-
sources of the Extension Services
resulted.

On another campus, the director told
the writer that his discussion of the
Syracuse experiences with members of the
History Department had led several to
preview and order filmstrips for use in
their classes for the coming year.

On a third campus, the director had
encouraged a faculty colleague to apply
for the Summer 1966 Educational Media
Specialist Institute for trainers of
teachers at the University of Arizona.
The director attributed his action indi-
rectly to the Special Media Institute he
attended. The participation of this fa-
culty member in an Educational Media
Specialist Institute will undoubtedly
influence future media activities within
the History Department on this campus.
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Several directors considered Professor
Postlethwaite's tele-lecture discussion of
his audio-tutorial approach to teaching
botany as their single most valuable exper-
ience at Syracuse. One director is con-
sidering a modification of that technique
for his own classes. This director will
be on leave of absence next year so did
not write a proposal for an NDEA History
Institute. He did state, however, that
should he ever direct another institute
he would use the tele-lecture as a means
of presenting visiting lecturers.

A second long-range effect that can be
attributed to the Special Media Institute
at Syracuse is the interest directors now
have in developing audiovisual or materi-
als centers on campuses where none now
exist. Directors on two such campuses
expressed this interest to the writer.
One of them has initiated such action by
recommending to his institution's Office
of Development that an audiovisualcenter
be established on his campus and that an
educational media specialist to the facul-
ty be appointed.

A third long-range effect of the
Special Media Institute at Syracuse will
be reflected in proposals for the 1967
NDEA, History Institutes. On one campus
where there is already an established
Audiovisual Center, the professional fac-
ulty, resources, and facilities of the
Center were not used to any extent by
the Director in his 1965 and 1966 NDEA
Institute programs. But, in his 1967
proposal, the director has included a
week-long workshop, modeled on the Spe-
cial Media Institute at Syracuse, to be
devoted to instruction in new approaches
to teaching history and to experimenta-
tion with and investigation of various
media processes and techniques. A member
of the Center's professional staff and
the facilities of the Center have been
engaged for the workshop.

The chief immediate effects of the
Special Media Institute on the Summer
1966 NDEA History Institutes were two
in number. First, two directors did
modify their plans of operation to in-
clude some media experiences. These ex-
periences were principally showing and
discussing the Fenton films and certain
other selected media relevant to substan-
tive courses offered. Second, directors
did include in materials centers descrip-
tive information about various media and
did provide references to methodology as



well as to historical content. They
demonstrated techniques in utilization
they had experienced, and, when facili-
ties permitted, they demonstrated pro-
duction techniques observed at Syracuse.

Directors of two institutes visited
had not attended the Special Media Insti-
tute at Syracuse. In the discussion that
follows, these will be designated as
"control" institutes. Those whose direc-
tors did attend the Syracuse Institute
will be designated as "non-control."

The program of one of the "control"
institutes was content-oriented. There
were only a minimal differences in the
extent of media activities in the "con-
trol" and the "non-control" institutes.

The program of the second "control"
institute did include a materials and
methods course. The basic difference be-
tween this and the "non-control" insti-
tutes with similar courses was in the
extent of production activities provided
participants. The lack of production
facilities in the "control" institute
was probably the determining factor caus-
ing the difference,,

The writer can only conclude that ob-
servable differences in the immediate
effects of the Special Media Institute
were minimal and that this is attribut-
able, in large part, to its timing. Ba-
sically, the 1966 NDEA History Institute
program hal already been planned (in-
cluding materials and resources), staffed
(including consultants), and budgeted
before directors attended the Syracuse
institute. Consequently, only minimal
immediate changes could reasonably be ex-
pected to occur this year. As previously
stated, however, the writer believes that

long-range effects will be much more sig-
nificant.

All directors interviewed were of the
opinion that. the Special Media Institutes
should be continued. Their reconmenda-
tions for future institutes were as
follows:

1. Invite both a director and one of
his faculty.

2. Consider inviting one director
from a given geographic area who
could, in turn, be assisted in
holding a similar institute or
workshop for other directors in
his own geographic area. In this
way, in any one year, the benefits
of the Syracuse Institute could be
multiplied.
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3. Ask directors, before coming to
the institute to bring materials
to be used in producing transpar-
encies, slides, and other media.

4. Provide a second-level institute
for directors who attended the
first Special Media Institute.
This new program might emphasize
production of filmstrips, slides,
and 8mm film loops, among others.

5. Arrange to have facilities of the
Syracuse University Communication
Center operating during the in-
stitute sessions so directors
would be able to see it function.

6. Increase the value of demonstra-
tions by commerical representa-
tives by relating them to the
problems and content of history
teaching. Advance pluming with
company representatives is eszen-
tial.

Recommendations for Special Media
Institutes

The writer believes that the educa-
tional media field should capitalize on
the current Lnterest of directors of NDEA
History InStitutes in media and recom-
mends:

1. A continuation of Special Media
Institutes similar to those held
in 1966;

2. Initiation of a second-level Spe-
cial Media Institute that would
extend directors' knowledge of
utilization, selection, adminis-
tration, and production;

3. The establishment of guidelines to
assist directors who are inter-
ested in starting media centers on
their own campuses;

4. The experimentation and development
of historical materials more suit-
ably related to the intellectual
level of participants in institute
programs and o! college courses in
history;

5. That the Department of Audiovisual
Instruction provide a list of
names of potential educational me-
dia consultants, together with
their specialties, who could make
particularly effective contribu-
tions to future history institutes.



Geography Institutes

By

Charles F. Gritzner

Louisiana State University

The eight NDEA Geography institutes
visited in this study represented a cross-
section of the total of 42 such insti-
tutes held throughout the United States
during Summer 1966. The accompanying
table indicates general data pertaining
to them.

All institutes were concerned, in
varying degrees, with uses of educational
media. The consensus of directors vis-
ited was that in the teaching of geogra-
phy such media must be used to support
and strengthen conventional instruction,
rather than to serve only as a frill ad-
dition or enrichment of that instruction.
Therefore, the institute programs were
designed to provide a baslc background
and understanding of the operations and
uses of audiovisual equipment, production
techniques, and classroom presentation
procedures calculated to enable partici-
pants to learn to u, 1 media effectively
in their teaching.

Ch.3

Media Activities in Institutes Visited

All institutes visited gave at least
some attention to the selection, produc-
tion, and utilization of educational
media in teaching. Based on Summer 1965
Geography Survey Team reports, it seems
apparent that considerably more was done
with this facet of institute instruction
during Summer 1966 than during the pre-
vious year. A special emphasis appeared
to be placed on: (1) the use of the
overhead projector (including the prep-
aration of transparencies for it), and
(2) maps as a fundamental teaching aid
for geography (including topographic
sheets and aerial photographs). Other
media having direct application to the
geographic emphasis of the institute
program were illustrated, displayed, or
used on appropriate occasions.

In each of the institutes visited,
three methods were seen to be used to
demonstrate good ways of teaching with
media. The first of these methods in-
volved actual examples and illustrations
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GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTES STUDIES (MEDIA APPLICATIONS) .

Director, Institution
Concentration Participants Grade level& I. cation

Dr. Wm. R. Brueckheimer General Geography 30 4 - 9
Florida State University
(Tallahassee)

Dr. John M. Ball General Geography 46 4 - 8
University of Georgia
(Athens)

Dr. Peter Pirie Physical Geography 30 7 - 12
University of Hawaii
(Honolulu)

Dr. Harry H. Caldwell General Geography 30 5 - 12
University of Idaho
(Moscow)

Dr. J. G. Jensen Resource Geography 25 7 -12
Oregon State University
(Corvallis)

Dr. Robert M. Webb General Geography 30 5 - 12
University of Southwestern
Louisiana (Lafayette)

*Dr. Wm. B. Conroy General Geography 45 4 - 6
University of Texas
(Austin)

*Dr. James J. Flannery General Geography 40 7 -12
University of Wisconsin

(Milwaukee)

*Control institute in which the Director did not attend the Special Media
Institute at Michigan State University

of use in the teaching of regular classes.
It appeared that few staff members fail-
ed to give deliberate attention to the
selection and use of media in their
classes. The University of Hawaii can be
singled out as an excellent example of
such instruction by illustration. That
institute featured a demonstration :lass
in which physical geography was taught to
22 seventh grade students. The teacher,
working closely with geography institute
staff members, employed a great variety
of media in the demonstrated instruction.
Participants observed the, demonstration
class and evaluated the methods employed
during later discussions with the class-
room teacher, the institute staff, and
other institute participants.
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Second, the proper use of educational
media was stressed through laboratory
activities, lectures and talks, and par-
ticipant preparation of teaching units
that included appropriate media. Through
such exercises, participants received
specialized training in the preparation
and use of media. Further, all insti-
tutes gave participants at least some
opportunities to prepare visuals for use
in later teaching.

Third, an attempt was made in all in-
stitutes to inform participants concern-
ing the availability of materials. This
was achieved through: (1) materials
"fairs," held at several institutes (com-
mercial displays of books, maps, equip-

101.04140.0,
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ment, and transparencies); (2) small
displays of basic teaching materials,
catalogs, pamphlets, and the like; and
(3) provision of basic references, bib-
liographies, and other sources of infor-
mation concerned with educational media
and their uses in teaching.

Little change was noted in what was
actually presented in the institute as
compared with objectives listed in the
original institute proposals. Concerning
this fact, five directors indicated "no
Change," two stated that there had been
"some increase in activity," and one di-
rector noted a "great increase in the
variety and use of media." Two directors
attributed the cause of increased media
activity to what they had learned at the
Special Media Institute at Michigan State
University. Four commented on increased
attention given the use of the overhead
projector. Though some of this interest
may be traced to the Special Media Insti-
tute, directors cited "participant inter-
est" and the fact that "most schools have
overhead projectors, so we feel the
teachers should know how to use them" as
reasons for this emphasis.

All geography institutes visited gave
some attention to the selection of edu-
cational media, first, through increasing
the participant's awareness of media
available from commercial sources, and
second, through critical analysis of
available materials by staff members.
Textbooks and maps appeared to receive
the greatest attention.

Other educational media were displayed;
some were evaluated informally. Staff
members and participants were generally
critical of commercially-produced trans-
parencies for the overhead projector,
16mm films, 8mm loop films, and film-
strips. The general consensus was +.-hat
their coverage and quality were not of
sufficient value to make them worth the
time and cost to obtain them. No insti-
tute was found to have a strong preview-
ing program for media. In one program,
however, participants previewed from 30
to 40 films and evaluated each. This
number would come quite close to exceed-
ing the preview total for all other
seven institutes combined. Lack of time
(or the opinion that it could be spent
more profitably for other types of acti-
vities) was cited as the principal reason
for not spending more time previewing and
evaluating films and other media.
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Three directors noted an increase in
attention given to selecting media, while
five stated that they made little, if any,
change over that planned in the original
institute proposal. "Interest by partici-
pants" was the principal reason given for
this increase in two institutes; the Spe-
cial Media Institute itself influenced (in-
directly,, at least) one director to make
such changes in plans.

Techniques for producing various ed-
ucational media received some attention
in all eight institutes visited. The
specific nature of this instruction and
the budget outlay for each program is
listed in the accompanying chart.

All visited institutes provided facil-
ities for preparing overhead transparen-
cies. Most gave attention to color-lift
processes and to the making of overlay
transparencies (often in several colors).
V:: institutes provided experiences in
field mapping or in making original maps
from other forms of raw data. In three
cases, participants were given instruc-
tion in using 35mm cameras to make color
slides and in organizing slides into mean-
ingful teaching sequences. The making
of bulletin boards, single-concept 8mm
films, manipulative maps, or other media
appeared to receive little attention in
institutes visited.

Five directors indicated they gave
more emphasis to the production of educa-
tional media in their institutes than
they had originally anticipated. Three
others stated that there had been no
change in this emphasis. Participant in-
terest was again listed as the major fac-
tor motivating this emphasis in four
institutes; the Special Media Institute
appeared to have influenced only one di-

rector. It should be noted, however,
that the color-lift process was taught in

all six institutes directed by individu-

als who attended the Special Media Insti-

tute. It is the writer's impression that

the Special Media Institute may have ex-
ercised a greater influence upon direc-
tors than they realized although they
found it difficult to be specific in
citing isolated examples of what or has
it may have influenced their programs.

5,



EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES (GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTES)

Institution

Florida State University

University of Georgia

University of Hawaii

University of Idaho

Oregon State University

University of Southwestern
Louisiana

Time Allotted to Funds Allotted to
Media Production

Two afternoons under supervision and
concentration on production during last
week.

Media Production

$500

Three lectures and afternoons during 80
last week of institute.

Eight hours of instruction and super- NA1
wised production of media.

Majority of time during the last week NA
of the institute.

One-half day commercial demonstration NA
workshop; intermittent opportunities
for participants to work on production
of visuals. Stressed field study.

Several lectures on production; many 100
demonstrations by staff members.
Limited production opportunities.

*University of Texas Four one-half day workshops conducted 200
by Audio-Visual Center staff.

*University of Wisconsin Several lectures on the use of equip- NA2
at Milwaukee ment; ample opportunity given for par-

ticipant production of visuals.

*Denotes "control institute" in which director did not attend the Special Media Insti-
tute at Michigan State University.
1A total of $1,200 for "instructional supplies." No indication of the amount allotted
to the production of media.

2A sum of $1,000 was budgeted for all educational supplies. An estimated $100 was
spent on supplies for media production, per se.

Observed Uses of Media

Educational media were frequently ob-
served, during the field visits, being
used in integrated fashion to illustrate
or clarify essential geographic facts or
concepts. The frequency of this use (as
judged by actual observation as well as
from comments and discussions of future
plans of directors) is estimated in the
accompanying chart. Maps, charts,
globes, overhead transparencies, standard
bulletin board displays, still pictures,
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and raised relief maps were seen in use
at all institutes. All programs visited
also included slides, models, air photo-
graphs, films, and field trips in regu-
lar instruction. There was no observed
use of television or radio programs.

Using results of the survey of the
Summer 1965 Geography institutes as the
basis for comparison, it seems fair to
say that six of the eight institutes
(including those directed by persons who
did not attend the Special Media Insti-
tute) made outstanding uses (within the
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MEDIA UTILIZATION FREQUENCY MEDIA UTILIZATION FREQUENCY

1 2 Media 1 2 Media

8 0 Maps, charts, globes 2 2 Soil profiles

8 0 Overhead transparencies 2 0 Weather instruments

8 0 Standard bulletin board dis-
plays

1 7 Field trips

1 4 Single-concept loop films
8 0 Use of still pictures, clip-

pings, etc. 1 1 Teaching machine programs

8 0 Raised relief maps 0 6 Programmed textbooks

6 2 Slides 0 6 Rotary tellurian

6 2 Models (weather features, land-
forms, city plans, etc.)

0 3 Video-taped programs

4 4 Air photographs (including
0 3 Closed circuit television dem-

onstrations
"blow-ups" and stero-pairs)

2 6 Films (16mm)
0 3 Flannel boards or magnetic

boards

2 5 Filmstrips 0 2 Stream table (for landform
study - fluvial processes)

'Actually seen demonstrated or used in
instruction during two day visit. 0 1 Tape recordings

2Director indicated that the medium
would be, or had been, illustrated or

0 0 Television programs

used. 0 0 Radio programs

framework of their planned programs) of
educational media which can contribute
substantially to improved geography
teaching. In the other two institutes
the attention given to media, both in
regularly scheduled classroom teaching
and in treating media as a supplemental
area of concern, was not nearly so sub-
stantial. In one of these the institute
was oriented strictly toward content and
field study, and attention to media was
limited largely to field techniques, var-
ious map forms, slides, and aerial photo-
graphs. The other remaining institute
appeared to be handicapped by inadequate
space, limited university and departmen-
tal resources, and a staff that was gen-
erally inexperienced in uses of media.
Despite these problems, however, the
staff appeared to be doing everything
possible to devote as much attention as
possible to "media" matters.
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In most instances, statements regard-
ing media in institute proposals were
quite general in their wording. The
major objective, as stated, was to
crease participant's awareness of those
media available which can substantially
enhance the teaching of geography."
Without exception, this objective ap-
peared to be in the process of being
achieved.

All directors who participated in the
Special Media Institute indicated that
"!some ideas" were gained through that ex-
perience, although, again, it is diffi-
cult to cite specific media interests
which were given greater consideration
for this reason. It would be fair to
say, however, that techniques of using
the overhead projector (as used in the
classroom), special instruction in the
production of overhead transparencies,
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production of single-concept loop films,
and analysis and use of programmed text-
books received greater emphasis in in-
stitutes than would have been the case
had the directors not been exposed to
them at the Special Media Institute at
Michigan State University.

Staff Assignments for Media

The Special Media Institute itself
appeared to have exercised little influ-
ence upon the selection of institute
staff members. Several directors indi-
cated they would have liked to have made
changes in their staffing plans so as to
give more emphasis to media but that
this was impossible due to the late date
of the Special Media Institutes. Pre-
vious commitments for staff had already
been made. In one institute, however,
two assistants were hired especially to
provide media instruction during the
last week of the program. In another,
a non-media oriented staff member who was
unable to accept his teaching assignment
was replaced by one having capabilities
in the field. No other institutes vis-
ited were found to have hired additional
media personnel (full-time or part-time)
who were not already included in the ori-
ginal budgets.

In several institutes, specialized
services from the institutions' own au-
diovisual centers (not included in orig-
inal budgets) were requested after
directors had attended the Michigan State
University Special Media Institute. Four
directors indicated that, in future in-
stitutes, they intended to give more
careful attention to media and that they
would hire one or more staff members to
emphasize this aspect of their programs.

Thus, it is evident that the Special
Media Institute did increase awareness of
participants of the importance of educa-
tional media in the teaching of geography
but that, to some extent, the effect of
this increased awareness was diluted by
the lateness of the date on which the
Special Media Institute was held.

Facilities for Media

Two recurrent problems were noted with
respect to the utilization of facilities
for instruction about educational media.
In the first place, in many instances

there was inadequate space and equipment
for suitable production laboratories;
secondly, the time limitations of an al-
ready full schedule, coupled with general
inconvenience, often precluded the uti-
lization of existing facilities. No in-
stitute was found to have a full-time
program of previewing, production, or re-
cording; none had fully equipped facili-
ties which would encourage engaging
spontaneously in these activities.

Only two institutes devoted consider-
able time to the previewing of films.
There was no previewing activity at all
in two institutes; in three others it was
largely an optional activity in which
only a very few persons engaged. Five
institutes had access to previewing fa-
cilities at the campus audiovisual center;
three others had the necessary equipment
and facilities within their institutes.
One institute had no facilities for the
previewing or showing of films.

Many reasons were given for this de-
emphasis of film and filmstrip previewing.
First, previewing takes a great deal of
time. Participants seemed to feel that
their time could be spent to better ad-
vantage in other activities rather than
in viewing films which might be of little
value to them in their teaching. Second,
in all but three institutes, preview fa-
cilities were not adequate for spontan-
eous viewing. The major problems were:
the difficulty of darkening rooms without
bothering other participants, the cutting
off of air circulation, the time and
trouble involved in obtaining films, and
inadequate projection equipment and screens.

The two instances of good previewing
facilities and programs deserve descrip-
tion. At one, a film selection committee
was formed. Of the many films screened
for content and applicability, approxi-
mately 35 were shown to the entire group.
In the other situation, faculty members
selected ten to twelve outstanding films,
each of which was shown twice (on consec-
utive days) and evaluated by participants.

All institutes engaged participants in
media production activities to some de-
gree, though none had a fully equipped
production laboratory or a full-time
course or program in audiovisual aids.
Three institutes relied fully on the fa-
cilities of the campus media center.



Three others had basic equipment (ditto
machine, thermofaxing equipment, acetate
and dry-mount facilities, and the like)
all assembled in one room within the in-
stitute for use of participants. In two
institutes only standard office equip-
ment was available. All institutes had
some means of preparing overhead trans-
parencies and ditto machines for copy
work.

While the use of campus audiovisual
center facilities afforded participants
a wide variety of equipment and materials,
they were usually found to be of limited
value due to the short period of time
they could be used. Only one case was
noted in which students returned frequent-
ly to the audiovisual center to prepare
visuals. Ideally, each institute should
have its own well-equipped production
laboratory in which participants are
allowed to work on their own schedule and
initiative with proper supervision and
assistance. Such conditions were not in
evidence during these field visits. Lim-
ited equipment, lack of trained personnel,
inadequate space, and general inconvenience
of use all hindered this facet of insti-
tute programs.

In all cases observed, the production
laboratory facilities used were essen-
tially those described in the original
proposal.

Most institutes had other facilities
available for informal and formal instruc-
tion. All institutes devoted some time
to aerial photo interpretation and basic
map making. Four institutes had well-
equipped departmental air photo interpre-
tation and cartographic laboratories
which were used by participants. Stereo-
viewers and basic cartographic equipment
also were available in each institute
visited. Three had educational televi-
sion studios which were visited by par-
ticipants to investigate the potential
of television teaching. Two institutes
had well-equipped weather laboratories
which were used, to some degree, in the
instructional program.

On campuses where additional facili-
ties were available, they were used. In

each case, directors considered them to be
adequate. Existing facilities were the
same as those described in proposals for
each of the eight institutes. The only
changes noted were not in basic facili-
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ties, but in the minor addition of equip-
ment (the purchase of stick-onaettering,
additional stereo-viewers, and the like).

Instructional Resources

All eight geography institutes were
found to have access to a variety of ed-
ucational media resources. Greatest
emphasis appeared to be upon map collec-
tions; there was a much smaller emphasis
upon (and access to) filmstrip, disk, and
tape collections.

Six institutes had the advantage of
housing state or regional film libraries
on their campuses; two others had access
to state educational film depositories
located within easy driving distance.
For reasons previously mentioned, only
two institutes devoted serious attention
to film previewing. Two others did not
show films at ail. It is the writer's
opinion that greater emphasis should be
given, in the future, to the careful se-
lection of new films to be shown in in-
stituCes. He also believes that partici-
pants would profit greatly from viewing
films in a "selected, pre-screened" list
of appropriate film titles included in
state film depositories. Such lists were
in evidence at only one of the eight
institutes visited.

Institute directors noted that film
libraries were adequate for their needs,
but not utilized. In all institutes, em-
phasis was placed on substantive geo-
graphic content, not media or se.
Directors believed that time spent in
previewing, or even in providing showings
for instructional purposes, could be spent
in better ways.

Most institutes had access to film-
strip collections.. In four cases, geog-
raphy departments were found to have their
own, ranging from "about a dozen" to "more
than two hundred" titles. Four campus
film libraries also had filmstrip collec-
tions that were available to institute di-
rectors and participants. Although seven
institutes reported "showing" filmstrips,
only one used them regularly in instruc-
tion. In no case were filmstrips provided
in fairly large quantities for preview
purposes. Generally speaking, directors
appeared to be rather unenthusiastic about
the value or quality of currently avail-
able filmstrips.
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Only one institute was found to be
using the tape recorder. In this in-
stance, the text commentary accompanying
a filmstrip had been taped and was play-
ed as the filmstrip was shown. Several
directors indicated that in the future
they hoped to tape short lectures, in-
structions, and stimuli for various ac-
tivities to have available for student
use in foreign language listening rooms.

No institute visited was seen to have
what could be termed an "outstanding"
flat picture collection, although all
sites had and used some pictures. Six
institutes had "small collections" (per-
haps as many as a hundred pictures); two
had larger assemblages which were seen
to be quite effectively used.

One institute had a number of displays,
each developing a single theme (e.g.,
landforms, clouds, or vegetation). The
pictures in these displays were reproduced
(3" x 58) from colored slides taken by
various faculty members. Questions and
comments were keyed to pictures in each
set. In general, pictures observed in
use were those taken from magazines and
displayed on a bulletin board. The qual-
ity of the pictures themselves and of the
displays generally ranged from "very poor"
to "quite effective." Three institutes
used blow-ups of aerial photos (ca. 30" x
30"). In one instance, large blueprint
mosaics had been obtained from the state
highway department. These were received
enthusiastically by participants. Several
participants indicated that they intended
to use air photo blow-ups in teaching
lower elementary grades.

The use of flat pictures was noted in
bulletin displays at all institutes, dry-
mount and lamination exercises were
carried out in several, and color-lift
instructions were provided in six. How-
ever, there was little use of flat pic-
tures in actual teaching (although one
institute did use maps, aerial photo-
graphs, and flat pictures in exercises
designed to show symbolization and rela-
tionships).

No preliminary institute proposal
mentioned flat picture collections. To
develop a flat picture collection having
real teaching value requires a great deal
of time and ingenuity. All directors in-
terviewed indicated that they would like
to have larger collections available for
their use.
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Map collections in the institutes vis-
ited were judged by the writer to range
from "good" to "exceptional." Each in-
stitute visited had wall roll maps (col-
lections ranging in number from about 100
to more than 700), topographic maps (from
"several thousand" to more than 150,000),
raised relief maps, globes (including
8-foot raised relief, vegetation keyed
globes at the University of Texas and the
University of Georgia), atlases, and
daily weather maps.

Maps used in teaching illustrated a
wide variety of projections, scales,

means of indicating elevation, and top-
ics. In six institutes, a number of maps
were hung to show different kinds of re-
lationships. In two where this was not
done, rooms used by the institute for the
summer, but not designed for geography
classes, precluded the optimum utilization
of maps.

All participants received basic in-
struction with regard to various types
of map projections, map readings, and
map selection. Four institutes provided
some experience in field mapping or the
making of maps from other raw data. One
institute spent several hours on analysis
and use of service station highway maps.
The director felt, with considerable jus-
tification, that many of his participants
could not read highway maps with ease or
accuracy, yet this is the one type of
map that anyone can obtain free and with-
out inconvenience.

The only limitation observed that ap-
peared to hamper effective use of maps
was inadequate facilities for their hang-
ing at two institutes. Neither of these
cases was the fault of the director. In
all cases, map collections were the same
as those indicated in original institute
proposals.

All institutes provided one or more
types of exhibits and displays within the
institute itself or elsewhere on campus
or in the community. Greatest attention
appeared to be focused on the book, ma-
terials, reference, bibliography, and
catalog displays which were present (vary-
ing in quality from "fair" to "very good")
at all institutes visited.

Most campuses had geology exhibits
(rock and mineral displys), anthropolo-
gical-historical museums, and displays
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of various sorts prepared by other de-
partments (weather centers, agricultural
experimental fc.rms, forestry and wildlife
exhibits, etc.). With but few exceptions,
such facilities were noted, but considered
an optional activity. They were not in-
tegrated into the instructional program
of most institutes and they were visited
by very few of the participants.

Each institute had access to a uni-
versity library (which generally offered
open stack privileges and services of a
reserve book room) as well as a basic
reference library located within the in-
stitute itself. The latter usually in-
cluded an assortment of elementary and/
or high school texts, pamphlets, cata-
logs, bibliographies, geography and
teaching journals, and basic geography
reference books.

All institutes required much reading
by their participants. In five of the
institutes visited, the library was used
extensively ("over one-half of their
working time"); in three others it was
used only sparingly. Programs that did
not stress library reading assignments
generally required participants to pur-
chase a larger number of texts and other
references, and these were often supple-
mented by ditto-handouts of significant
journal articles. The quality of the in-
stitute library appeared to have a direct
bearing on the amount of time participants
spent in the university library. Avail-
able space seemed to be the major factor
determining the quality of institute li-
braries.

Instruction in many classes was sup-
plemented by slide showings keyed to
lectures. Most slides were selected from
personal collections of instructors. All
institutes (although not all instructors)
used some slides. Air photographs and
stereo-viewers were also used, with vary-
ing purposes and frequencies, in each of
the institutes.

Less emphasis appeared to have been
placed in the institutes on visiting lec-
turers this year than last. All insti-
tutes did invite guest speakers, but in
many instances these were drawn from local
geography departments on campus (most in-
stitutes, for example, called on the
audiovisual center for one or more lec-
tures), the state department of education,
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representatives of map, globe, or equip-
ment companies, or local military, for-
estry, city planning, agriculture, or
mining agencies.

Field trips were incorporated into all
institute programs observed. Generally
speaking, these appeared to be well con-
ducted and productive of highly meaning-
ful experiences for participants. In no
case was a field trip organized as or
allowed to degenerate into merely a
"sight-seeing tour." Trips were preceded
by lectures or briefings to indicate what
was expected of participants, to clarify
what would be seen, and to indicate their
purposes. All were narrated while in
progress; in most instances there was
some follow-up activity. The accompany-
ing chart indicates field trip activities
as they occurred in the institutes vis-
ited.

With respect to field trips, only
minor changes occurred in programs as they
were originally planned. The few changes
that did occur were evidently made for
reasons of convenience or schedule rather
than as a result of special insights de-
veloped by institute directors who attend-
ed the Special Media Institute. Substi-
tutions of guest speakers different from
those in the original schedule were re-
lated, in all instances, to necessity
rather than volition. The airline -strike,
lasting throughout most of the summer,
forced the majority of such changes.

FIELD STUDY DATA
(GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTES)

Florida State University

Three trips of one day's duration each;
travel by bus and a one-day cruise on
military vessel:

1) Karst topography (1/2 day) and
wildlife refuge (1/2 day).

2) Dam and reservoir (1/2 day) and
experimental farm (1/2 day).

3) Naval air station and cruise
aboard aircraft carrier.

University of Georgia

Six trips of one-half to one day each;
travel by bus:



1) Each trip concentrated on land
use patterns, urban planning,
and industrialization within the
Athens area. Trips were accom-
panied by field mapping and map
interpretation exercises.

University of Hawaii

Five trips:

1) Nine-day trip by air and bus to
the Island of Hawaii. Emphasis
on volcanic activity and the
change of climate, vegetation,
and land use with elevation.

2) One-day trips each to study:
reefs and coasts, sugar planta-
tion, soils, and erosional land-
forms.

University of Idaho

Four trips of one day each; travel by
bus:

1) Snake River Canyon to study
changes of temperature, vegeta-
tion, and land use with ele-
vation.

2) Lewiston-Clarkston to study
urban and transportation geog-
raphy.

3) Coeur d'Alene to study mining
and smelting operation.

4) Visit to paper-pulp-Prestolog-
plywood plant.

Oregon State University

Eight trips: three full day, one two
day, four half-day local; by bus:

1) The trips were integrated in
such a way as to encompass all
major aspects of physical and
cultural geography visible in
the eight areas traveled.

University of Southwestern Louisiana

Three trips of one day each; travel
by bus:

1) Baton Rouge to study urban and
industrial geography.

2) Lake Charles to continue study
of urban and industrial geogra-
phy.
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3) Southern Louisiana to study
landforms, vegetation, and set-
tlement patterns.

University of Texas

Three trips; travel by bus:

1) Llano Basin - Physical geography.
2) New Braunfels - Textile plant.

3) Rockdale - ALCOA plant.

University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

Two trips; travel by bus:

1) Urban study of Milwaukee (1/2
day).

2) Rural landscapes of Milwaukee
area (1 day).

Student Reactions to Media Experiences

Student reactions to media activities
of their institutes were, in most in-
stances, highly favorable. The only
criticisms received dealt with the use of
equipment that was too expensive for most
schools to purchase or techniques too
complex for students in lower elementary
schools to use (such as Leroy drafting,
land use surveys, or topographic map
interpretation). Participants commented
that they would like to see more media
instruction and production activities.
The problem lies in a basic conflict of
interests: many participants are con-
cerned primarily with "methods," while
all directors placed greater emphasis
upon "content." Instruction in using the
overhead projector, the making of trans-
parencies, aerial-photo interpretation,
and map utilization were the most popular
media topics. Activities viewed less
favorably were film and filmstrip pre-
viewing, and, in those institutes where
it occurred, the repetition of presenta-
tions by a number of company representa-
tives. If field study is to be
considered a medium of instruction, it
would seem that it must be added to the
list of highly popular and beneficial
activities.

"Media" problems with which partici-
pants were concerned in their own schools
varied little from one institute to an-
other. They included:



*Lack of equipment and/or funds for
its purchase. This problem appears
to be particularly critical when
applied to the overhead projector
which should be available for spon-
taneous use in the classroom.

*Lack of acquaintance with new devel-
ledialoentsinnherssur-

visors and principals. The need is
urgent to upgrade and increase the
instruction in educational media.
Many participants complained about
the quality of typical media courses
offered in colleges of education.
To upgrade the quality of these
courses thus appears to be imperative.
The number of institutes and in-
service training programs giving
attention to such matters must also
be expanded if teachers are to keep
pace with new media developments.

*Poorly designed classrooms (lack of
darkening and ventilation devices;
poor placement of projectors and
screens for visibility).

*Scheduling difficulties. Many teach-
ers find it difficult, in ordering
films, to be certain of receiving them
on dates they are needed. Teachers
feel that, under such circumstances,
all film catalogs should include a
brief description of film content and
a rating of grade level applicability.

*Inaccessibility of production equip-
ment. Production equipment available
in schools is often located in the
principal's office. Many partici-
pants complained that school officials
hesitated to have them use this equip-
ment and that, when such permission
was available, long waits were often
necessary to get to it.

Reactions of Directors to Special Media
Institutes

All directors who had attended the
Special Media Institute were favorably
impressed with its value, but not with-
out certain qualifications. It is
readily apparent that the institute did
stimulate increased attention to media in
institute programs. But all directors
were strongly convinced the Special Media
Institute could be strengthened by ef-
fecting certain changes in their plan of
orginization.
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Chief benefits cited for the Special
Media Institutes were that they: (1)

permitted directors to get together with
their colleagues and experts in the field
to discuss educational media problems and
prospects, (2) increased directors' ac-
quaintance with available educational me-
dia having particular applications to the
teaching of geography, (3) permitted par-
ticipants to improve their media skills
(particularly color-lift and other meth-
ods of preparing overhead transparencies),
and (4) increased participants' awareness
of recent educational media developments
having implications for the teaching of
geography.

Problems and/or obstacles which_ de-
tracted from the impact of these insti-
tutes resulted primarily from the
lateness of the dates they were offered.
There was a strong feeling that such in-
stitutes should be held earlier in the
year to allow directors to effect changes
in their plans of operation after expo-
sure to new ideas they presented. Once
a proposal hasbeen accepted: thereby
making a director eligible for consider-
ation to attend the Special Media Insti-
tute, it is too late to make most changes.
It is the writer's impression that most
benefit of such institutes will not be
realized in programs conducted the fol-
lowing summer; rather, they will be noted
in future proposals and plans of operation.

The Institution's Audiovisual Director

The Special Media Institute appeared
to have little effect upon the director's
requests for media services from his own,
audiovisual center. In most instances,
the director was already aware of such
services and did not need to be reminded
of them.

Media services that were provided
through this means were limited, for the
most part, to the ordering of films not
already in the. audiovisual center's li-
brary, projection equipment (two directors
requested projectors not already in stock),
and instruction from audiovisual center
personnel. No audiovisual center director
recalled receiving requests for materials
or services which he was unable to provide.

Five director's reported using audio-
visual center staff members for institute
lectures, for conducting short-term work-
shops, and as a source of equipment and
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projectionists. In all instances, audio-
visual center personnel indicated they
were able and pleased to comply with such
requests.

No comments were given by audiovisual
directors regarding suggestions for im-
proving future Special Media Institutes.
The general feeling was that they were
not well enough informed to pass judgment
on the program.

The greatest stumbling block to devel-
oping a close working relationship between
audiovisual centers and "content" insti-
tutes appears to be inadequate communi-
cation. Audiovisual center staff and
resources are usually readily available
to assist as needed. But, many faculty
members were unaware of the services of-
fered.

Recommendations for S ecial Media Insti-
tutes

It is evident that the Special Media
Institutes exerteda positive, though
subtle influence on directors who at-
tended them. Both the degree to which
this influence was felt and the overall
nature of the impact were difficult to
gauge. In ao area of media activity did
there appear to be a substantial increase
in time and effort which could be traced
directly to the Special Media Institute
experience. There was little, if any,
difference in the quality of media pro-
grams of "control" institutes and those
directed by Special Media Institute
"graduates," But this may be attributed
to the fact that both "control" institute
directors had some previous background in
audiovisual education. All directors
agreed that the Special Media Institute
did serve a valuable purpose and that they
should be continued.

Recommendations for the improvement
of future Special Media Institutes, in-
cluding those of the writer, are listed
below:

*Provide better organization. This
rather vague comment was given as a gen-
eral impression rather than as one sup-
ported by specific statements or
criticisms. Most directors agreed that,
for an initial effort, the Special Media
Institute was well conducted.
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*Increase the directed ex rience in
preparing visuals. Require everyone to
operate all basic equipment and to become
familiar with its operation and potential.

*Increase the variety of machines
available for use. Ideally, every ma-
chine on the market for the production of
commonly-used, teacher-made, media should
be demonstrated and used by participants.

*Devote less time to listening to lec-
turers from the audiovisual field.
Though they appear to know their field
well, these individuals cannot talk in
terms of what geographers are interested
in. Many geographers are very competent
in media instruction; they should be asked
to contribute more to the Special Media
Institute program.

*Decrease the display of maps and text-
books (which are seen by most directors
several times a year at conventions) and
increase the selection of other items
such as machines, models, stream tables,
weather instruments, cameras, projectors,
and others of a similar nature.

*Do not limit to regional topics the
selection of films available for preview-
ing. There are many excellent systematic
or topical films available though they
are often cataloged under a heading other
than "geography."

*Do not limit the S ecial Media Insti-
tute to directors. In some instances,
the director will not carry the brunt of
responsibility for media instruction,
whereas others of his staff will. These
latter individuals also need the up-
dating.

*Eliminate much of what was "old hat"
to some directors. Most morning lectures
should be required of all participants;
but afternoon sessions should permit some
choice of activity.

*Give attention to all important media.
Several important media were not consid-
ered (opaque projectors, weather instru-
ments, various models, new developments
in maps and globes, and others). These
should be added to the program next time.

*Give exemplary demonstrations of new
media. Audiovisual specialists should be
more careful in projecting visuals.
There were many instances during the in-

,
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stitutes when images were projected on the
wall or ceiling, with keystone distortion,
or with the speaker's shadow obstructing
the view. Examples of use should be top-
notch.

*Give careful attention to notebooks.
Participants should receive a large,
three -ring binder notebook (already in-
dexed for films, filmstrips, slides,
overhead projector, opaque projector,
and all the rest). Each topic should be
broken down into lecture notes, copies
of significant journal articles treating
the subject, basic bibliographies,
sources of projectors and projectals, and
instructions on how the media can be pre-
pared by the user. Several directors
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mentioned that the materials distributed
at the Special Media Institute were of
little value to them because it would
have taken too long a period of time to
organize notes or locate a specific note,
reference, or catalog item.

The use of materials displayed at the
Special Media Institute was limited to
color-lift and other color production of
transparencies for use with the overhead
projector, several audiovisual reference
or source books, commercial flat pictures,
models and maps that were on display, and
films previewed. It should be noted
that, even though these were the only ma-
terials mentioned, it seems obvious to
the writer that the materials aspect of
the Special Media Institute had a consid-
erably greai:er impact than directors
could recall.



English Institutes

By

Martha Cox

an Joss State College

The eight institutes visited were held
at the University of Santa Clara, Santa
Clara, California; The University of
`Nevada, Reno, Nevada; Loretto Heights Col-
lege, Loretto, Colokado; the University
of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Law-
rence University, Appleton, Wisconsin;
College of William and Mary, Williamsburg,
Virginia; Rutgers---The State University,
New Brunswick, New Jersey; and Hunter
College of the City University of New
York.

Two institutes were for teachers of
grades 7-9; two for grades 9-12; and one
each for 8-12, 7-12, 6-12, and 1-12.
Foiu= institutes were restricted to teach-
ers with no more than a minor in the
field of English. One institute confined
enr011Ment to teachers in the state in
which the institute was held; another to
teachers in urban communities (population
50,000 or more) in Southeastern Wisconsin,
the State of Wisconsin, and the North,
Central States; another to urban public
and private intermediate, junior high,
and senior high schools. Some others re-
'str'icted enrollment to one-third or one-
half Outside their areas.
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Six institutes treated the three com-,
ponents of languages, literature, and
composition; one concentrated on advanced
,composition; and one, in Institute in.

English and Language Arts for Teachers, of
Disadvantaged Youthu offered courses, in
"School and Community: Sociological and
Psychological Characteristics of Disad-
vantaged Youth," "English Usage," and
Reading Material for Adolescents."

Four institutes were.of six-weeks du-
ration and four of seven weeks length.
The writer's visits occurred during the
third to seventh weeks of the institutes.

Media Activities in Institutes Visited

Directors of all eight institutes were
unanimous in affirming the importance of
media in the education of teachers of En-
glish. Sample comments were "Anything
that can make direct appeal to students--
pictorial means and various sound tech-
niques that can reinforce their attention
to work is beneficial"; "Audio-visual
materials can contribute much to the ed-
ucation of teachers of English"; "I don't



think you can prepare teachers for the
twentieth. century without them"; "New me-
dia offer a relatively painless way for
English teachers, especially those who do
not have majors in English, to be edu-
cated -- or reeducated -- without our say-
ing so"; "Media represent a very valuable
means to an end; they offer some relief
for the teacher by making it easier for
him to do certain jobs well, thus leaving
him more time to do the tasks only he can
do well"; "Media are extremely important
because students are already saturated
with them. If we donit relate media to
what we traditionally think of as English,
we hive no way of getting to our studentse
especially the so-called 'terminal stu-
dents'"; "Media are very important---in
fact, critical. English teachers by na-
ture are very literal and yet we're
working with children who can understand
things only when they're made graphic."

Three directors tempered their remarks
with words of caution: " ... there is a
lag in that we have equipment but not
enough .materials developed; too much time
is required for making one's own trans-
parencies"; "There is a danger in the
teacher exhibiting his dexterity with gad-
getry at the expense of 'his involvement with
student0; "However, the text is the impor-
tant thing -- the students' confrontation
of it and appreciation of its values. It
Shouldn't be necessary to jazz up litera-
ture. No record or projection is going
to take the place of a close examination
of the text."

Involvement of media in institute pro-
grams varied greatly. In one institute
the director said that relatively little
had been done to demonstrate good ways of
teaching with media, that any such mate-
rial would come out of Friday evening
colloquies. In another, the director
said that everything had been done to
show effective methods of teaching with
new media by setting the stage with pro-
blems which involve media: "That's what
the institute is all about. We bring in
television, advertisements, and films for
discussion and criticism. We also have a
television class which we observe, dis-
cuss, and evaluate. We use tapes and re-
cords in both language and composition
classes." Another director felt that the
fact that teachers were using media in
the institute was sufficient demonstra-
tion.
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In all eight institutes, tapes and re-
cords were used to some extent; in seven,
films were shown; in six, filmstrips. In
six institutes, a representative from
the 3-M Company lectured and demonstrated
the making of transparencies and the use
of the overhead projector.

Six directors reported that film show-
ings were both preceded and followed by
discussions of the film's value and ap-
plicability to classroom situations. One
director said that thirteen hours had
been devoted to the discussion and illus-
tration of the proper use of films, about
twelve hours to approaching composition
thr,Jugh film, and, in addition, feedback
among participants who discussed their
own use of film was extensive. Most di-
rectors said that media was used more in
the workshops and seminars than in regu-
lar classes. In a number of institutes,
films were also scheduled occasionally
for late afternoon and evening showings.

Directors reported, almost unanimously,
that instruction in the selection of new
me:iia was mostly indirect and primarily
by example. All but one said that their
staffs had tried to make participants
aware of the importance of evaluating me-
dia and had tried to give them enough in-

-sights into what constitutes a good
English program to enable them to crit-
icize knowledgeably the new materials
being produced commercially. Six direc-
tors reported that strengths and weak-
nesses of materials used in the institutes
were discussed. One said that his partic-

- ipants were told of certain materials --
films, filmstrips, kinescopes -- to avoid.
One director duplicated and distributed a
number of articles on audiovisual equip-
ment and materials and their application
and value.

Less emphasis was placed on the actual
production of media. Two directors re-
ported that nothing was done in this re-
gard in their institutes, one adding that
such production involver technological
problems with which English faculties are
not equipped to cope. Five directors
said that their participants made trans-
parencies; four reported some making of
tapes; one, of slides. In one institute
extensive work was done with transparen-
cies, some participants making as many as
seventy to use in their classrooms. Em-
ploying various techniques, they made



units, some in color, on a number of sub-
jects: transforms and kernels, signals of
syntactic structure, derivational con-
trast, function words, tone words, topic
sentences, outlines, and so on.

Observed Uses of Media

In two institutes no media, except the
chalk board, were used. In the other six,
media activities were extensive and varied.
The following are brief descriptions of
some of these uses.

Transparencies were used frequently by
instructors of three of the four classes
attended at one institute; they were used
to display a paper written by one of the
participants, to illustrate junior=high-
school student composition, and to aid in
class work on phonetic transcriptions.
The bulletin board contained a transpar-
ency, too. The film, "Writers on Writing,"
shown during an afternoon session, was
both preceded and followed by discussions
of the content of the film and its poten-
tial use in the classroom and of the film
as an art form. A film-loop on the making
of transparencies was shown in connection
with the demonstration of an Snun projector
and screen unit. Material, prepardd at
the institute, discussing possibilities
for using this unit, had been distributed
to participants earlier in the day.

At another institute, a radio broad-
cast was prepared and presented by insti-
tute participants on one evening. The
"Huck Finn" series was shown the next
evening, and participants viewed slides
recording their activities during the
institute the following evening. Tape
recordings of participants' poetry pre-
sentations were made throughout one
claim period. Pictured bulletin boards
were prepared, and filmstrips and pro-
grammed textbooks were displayed in the
institute library.

No media, except for the chalkbbard,
were used in classes at another institute
but media were used extensively during
the workshop and afternoon sessions.
Several filmstripsVere shown and their
value discussed. A filmstrip accom-
panied by a disc recording illustrated
the-possibilities of their use in com-
bination. Parts II and III of the "Huck
Finn" series were shown, with brief dis-
cussions of the films both before and
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after the showings. A guest lecturer at
the morning session, a Supervisor of Eng-
lish for'the Milwaukee Schools, discussed
his experience with the Upward Bound
Program. He spoke of the use of media
in the teaching of English, commenting
particularly on the success he had ex-
perienced with the "Huck Finn" series.
Three films from the National Film
Board of Canada -- "Morning on the
Lievre," "The Living Stone," and "Es-
kimo Artist -- Kenojuak" -- were shown
to participants and staff in an evening
program.

The composition instructor at one in-
stitute used self-prepared transparencies,
featuring dung beetles, worker termites,
and boring earthworms to introduce and
illustrate his remarks about various meth-
ods of beginning a composition. Then,
using additional transparencies, he dis-
cussed and analyzed the introductions to
a number of current articles. Films
shown at this institute were closely
interwoven and integrated with class work.
Participants read Walt Tevis's "The
Hustler" and viewed the ,film made from
the novel. Mr. Tevis, who was present
on campus as a visiting lecturer,-was
interviewed by the literature instruc-
tor during a class period and after-
wards talked with the participants in
an impromptu, question-and-answer session.
He also lectured on "Novel and Film"
and answered questions concerning his
experience in having his novel made in-
to a successful Hollywood movie. The
Arthur Rank production of Great Expec-
tations was shown after the participants
had read the novel and discussed it in
class. The director had also ordered and
made available to the institute partici-
pants the Encyclopedia Britannica films
on Great Expectations.

In another institute, a taped record-
ing in which three people -- those with
the most distinct accents the instructor
could find -- read the same poem that was
played in the composition class. The
recording was used as an illustration of
tone and point of view in the effect of -

a poem or a composition. In another
meeting, a participant used an overhead
projector to display the English cur-
riculmm offered at the Las Vegas Ungraded
High School. Extensive use of closed-
circuit television was made in this in-

,stitute. During the final two weeks of
the institute a demonstration class of
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high-school juniors was observed and eval-
uated by the participants. These classes
were taught by members of the institute
faculty who used plans formulated by the
colloquium. The classes were televised
and taped by the University Department of
Instructional Television and observed and
discussed in the colloquium. In both ses-
sions the writer attended, the staff mem-
ber who had taught the demonstration
class also conducted the discussion fol-
lowing the television presentation. Con-
sidered in the discussions were the kinds
of questions asked and their purpose, the
value of leading questions as opposed to
neutral questions, the lack of response of
two students, the value of medial and
final summaries during a class period, the
choice and limitation of subject matter
to be considered in each class period,
and other'means and methods which could
have been devised to teach the classes.
Participants agreed that the showing of
the entire lesson was valuable, and nec-
essary, if they were to judge and coimnent
fairly and intelligently on the presenta-
tion. They considered the complete show-
ing vastly preferable to the four-or five
minute clips they had seen of previous
demonstrations, though they considered
the showing of brief clips justifiable
for some purposes. Two Commission on En-
glish kinescopes, "Teaching a.Novel:
Pkty Dick in the Classroom" and "Teach-
ing 'a Short Story: Faulkner's 'Barn
Burning'" were also observed at this
institute.

At another institute, the CBS-W kine-
scopes "Sixteen in Webster Groves" and
"Webster Groves Revisited" were shown.
An hour's vigorous discussion of their
content and a shorter discussion of the
film as an art form followed. A visiting
consultant discussed teaching English as
a foreign language. He used the follow-
ing media: audio tapes (a series of con-
versations between an instructor and a
student), records (songs used for pattern
practice), pictures of children in schools
in Nigeria and other places (showing sit-
uations in which they faced linguistic
cues) and loop films (demonstrating the
use of communicating exercises in pro-
cess).

Staff Assignments for Media

Staff assignments with regard to new
media varied as much as did their use.
TWo_of the directors functioned as their

own audiovisual directors -- and depart-
ments -- since neither existed on their
campuses. They ordered their own films,
arranged for and transported their own
equipment and materials, and in one case,
the director showed all the films used in
the institute. The administrative assis-
tant at a third institute handled the
transparencies, films, filmstrips, record
collections, and books exhibited in the
library; the secretary handled the tapes.
In a fourth, the associate director was
responsible for media; in a fifth, the
workshop director. In a sixth, the di -.
rector used the audiovisual director's
services extensively. In a seventh, the
secretary in the audiovisual department
searched for and ordered the films,
scheduled equipment, and arranged for
student assistants to show the films.

Two directors were dissatisfied with
the services they received from their
audiovisual departments. One said that
the department was in the process of
change and simply not equipped to cope
with his institue at this time. The
institute suffered because films were
either not ordered or not delivered on
time. Another director reported that
his institute was deprived of the use
of a unique collection of video tapes,
the only collection on teaching the
disadvantaged in the country, because
the audiovisual director was analyzing
the tapes at the time'and using the,
only playback facilities available on
campus for his work.

Facilities for Media

On two campuses, no preview rooms were
available for participants. On others,
the audiovisual facilities or other rooms,
sound-proofed and equipped with projectors,
could be used. Most directors reported,
however, that, to their knowledge, little
or no use of these rooms had been made.
Two or three participants had previewed
films before showing them in the work-
shops at one institute. 'On one campus, a
spacious, air-conditioned, sound-proofed
room was reserved for two hours daily and
all films viewed by participants during
the institute were shown there.

No production laboratories were avail-
able for Lwo of the institutes; at two.
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others the audiovisual laboratories were
available, but not used by participants,
in so far as the directors knew. In an-
other, the audiovisual laboratories were
used as needed, mainly for making a few
transparencies. At two others, no pro-
duction laboratories, as such, were
available. In one instance participants
made aids whsrever they could find room,
chiefly in a classroom equipped with long
tables where equipment could be set up;
in the other, Thermofax machines, Xerox,
and the like were available in the build-
ing where the institute library was
housed. The university television facil-
ities were reserved for that institute
for part of each day during the last two
weeks of the institute. Staff members
who taught the television classes said
that they would have liked more time to
use the television facilities them-
selves and that the time allotted was
too limited to permit the participants
to experiment with television.

The institute in which the most mater-
ial was produced, more than in all other
seven institutes combined, had, signifi-
cantly, the most convenient and capacious
pkodudtion laboratories, and, in general,
the best physical facilities of any of
the eight institutes visited. A spacious
(36 x 24 foot) air-conditioned room was
reserved ekclusively for the institute.
It contained dhairst tables, ample shelves
koarthe institute library, a bulletin
board, an overhead projector, a record
plaiyea4 and, on the day of my visit, an
8mm projector and screen. The foyer to
this room was used for display purposes
and, since the entire area was separated
from the regular classroom buildings,
-both the foyer and the classroom were
quiet and private. Five adjacent, air-
conditioned conference areas were also
reserved for the institute. In addition,
a large inviting area near the classroom
was reserved for the participants' use
every afternoon. Thermofax machines,
a primary typewriter, and other equip-
ment and supplies were always available
there for participants' use. The direc-
tor, the associate director, the seminar
coordinator, and the instructors at-
tended both the two-hour daily seminar
and the three fifty-minute classes to
insure that all aspects of the institute
were integrated.

No recording facilities were available
at One institute. At two, audiovisual de-
partment facilities were available but
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participants made no use of them; in an-
other, some dialect tapes and recordings
were made in the audiovisual department.
Other directors reported that tapes were
made in classrooms or lecture rooms, or,
in one instance, in the language labora-
tories. On one campus, both television
and recording facilities were available
for participants but not used.

Aside from classrooms, other available
facilities included, on four campuses, air-
conditioned theaters with seating capac-
ities ranging from eighty to three hundred,
which were used for film showings and for
lectures. The main lih4.4ries were always
available if participants desired to use
them. In four institutes, books were
placed on reserve; in one, a special read-
ing room in the library was reserved for
participants. Seminar rooms were re-
served for participants in two institutes;
three rooms were available for work with
children in another. On one campus, a.
large auditorium was used for film show-
ings, a film-viewing room in the dormi-
tory where participants lived was avail-
able for evening showings, and a little
local art theater was used for all full-
length movies. The building reserved for
headquarters and library for, the insti-
tute contained a large area where partici-
pants met frequently for coffee breaks
and for conversation and browsing. On
another campus, a section of the student
union was reserved for the participants
for their morning coffee breaks and .a
dining room for their meals. The campus
Communications Center and the language
laboratory were also available to those
participants.

The seven directors who used films
rented all or most of them. Six reported
that there were no film libraries avail-
able on their campuses. One, who used no
films, reported that a college library
collection was available. Another said
that the services of the University Li-
brary and of the Mountain Plains Film
Library Association were available, but
that all films shown in the institute
were rented except for the McGraw-Hill
series on "Kernels and Transformations,"
which the university library owns.

No filmstrip library service was
available in six of the institutes. The
few filmstrips used were either rented or
supplied by the laboratory instructors
from their personal libraries. One di-



rector said that several filmstrips
suitable for either elementary or junior
high use were available in the campus
library if the workshop instructor chose
to use them. The most extensive film-
strip library observed, a collection of
several hundred, was displayed along with
filmstrip projectors on a table in an in-
stitute library. The collection was drawn
from the Instructional Communications
Center and from the university library.

Record collections of the campus li-
braries were available to six of the in-
stitutes. In two, English department
collections could be used; in another the
audiovisual department had a record col-
lection from which participants could
draw. The New York PUblic.Library collec-
tion was used to some extent in one in-
stitute. Directors thought, though, that
most'staff members and participants'
brought records from their own collec-
tionsto use in the classrooms and work-
shops. Among those records that either
participants, staff members, or directors
mentioned as being used were the Henry
Lee Smith dialect records, the Gott-
MaDavid record, "Our Changing Language,"
numerous recordings of poetry, including
two,different albums of Dylan Thomas
poems and readings ("Visit to America,"
"Naming of Parts," and "Fern Hill"), re-
cordings of several plays, including
Arthur Miller's introduction to and read-

. ings from "The Crucible," "Don Juan in
Hell" and a number of Shakespeare's plays.

No audio tape collections were avail-
able at four institutes. Two directors
reported that tape collections were
housed in their, libraries, but unused by
participants, ao far as the directors
knew. One university owned an extensive
collection, but few were relevant to En-
glish. From those few, the director se-
lected about five for the institute but
said that time did not permit their use.
Three directors reported that tapes were
made during their institutes; one, that
participants brought a. number of tapes of
their students' work with them. Among
the tapes used in the institutes, in addi-
tibn-to those already mentioned, were a
dialect tape^froni the British Drama
League, the Kokeritz pronunciation tape,
"Eight Centuries of English Pronunciation,"
a, Speech by Broadway drama director Alan
Schneider on "The AMerican Theater in
Transition," a lecture by John Gerber on
"Critical Approaches to Literature," a
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dramatization by students of "The Raven,"
and classroom panels on outside reading.

No director reported that a flat pic-,
ture collection, as such, was available
to his institute, yet in seven institutes
flat pictures were used in some way. The
director reporting the most extensive use
said that his institute had bad a display.
of the "Great Ideas of Western Man" Post-
ers and a discussion of their use in com-
positionactivities; a demonstration of
students' montage/collage responses to
symbolism, mood, or theme in their out-
side reading; and an explanation of pos-
sible uses for Stismt, Look, and write,
a paperback of pictures and writing les-
sona. Another director reported that
colored picture advertisements from maga-
zines were mounted and discussed and that
a demonstration on the use of the Pola-
roid camera was made. Bulletin board
displays in which pictures were used in-
cluded one on James Joyce and one showing
leading figures of our cultural heritage
with whom participants were probably un-
familiar. An extensive collection of
colonial materials at Colonial Williams-
burg was available, to one institute. At
another, the collections of the Metropol-
itan Museum, the MuSeum of Modern Art,
and the Museum of Natural History, all of
which were visited on field trips, could
be used.

A

No relevant map collections were avail-
able to any institute. The only maps ob-
served were the Denoyer-deppert literary
maps of London, England,, and the United
States (available from N.C.T.E.) which
were on permanent display in the front of
a large lecture room at one institute. A
chart showing the genealogy of the kings
in Shakespeare's history plays, was used
in one institute; a number of reading
charts in another.

At all institutes, campus and communi-
ty libraries were available to partici-
pants. In addition, all institutes had
extensive displays of library. materials,
including, in most cases, multiple copies
of a number of texts used in classes or
as supplementary reading; textbooks suita-
ble for elementary, junior-high, or senior-
high teaching; N.C.T.E. materials in.mul-
tiple copies; E.M.I.C. publications, usu-
ally also in multiple copies; relevant
magazines; and free materials -- including
catalogues and bibliographies. One li-



brary had fifty copies of the Encyclope-
dia Britannica "Macbeth" script, one to
be distributed to each participant when
the film was shown. Two contained mul-
tiple copies of Commission on English
kinescripts. Some of the institute li-
braries had extensive collections of
textbooks furnished by publishers. One
director said, however, that he wrote to
all leading text publishers inviting them
to set up displays but received little
response. At one institute two large
book exhibits lined the walls of the
classrooms throughout the institute. The
first, a combined paperback exhibit of
approximately one-thousand titles on a
wide, range of subject matter was a repre-
sentative collection of paperbacks avail-
able in the field. Participants spent
much time browsing in this collection.
About two-thirds of the books were pur-
chased at the half-price offer the dis-
tributors made. The second collection
was a-hard-back collection of about nine-
hundred titles, presumably for a juvenile
audience. nese books were not for sale
and, the director had to assume responsi-
bility fortheir safe return.

Two directors noted that the instruc-
tional resources of other institutes
being held on their campuses were valu-
able. The concurrent existence of regu-
lar graduate programs also made instruc-
tors available as lecturers and consul-
tants' At one institute, a member of
the university staff spoke to the par-
ticipants at a luncheon every Friday on
some subject relevant to the institute.
All institutes had a number of visiting
lecturers or, consultants. And on all
campuses participants were invited to
hear the guest lecturers for the regular
summer sessions and to attend the theater
productions and the film series, which
were proVided on most aampuses for all
summer itudenta. In addition, several
lirectors, at the request of participants,
arranged theater parties to professional
productions in neighboring cities or to
nearby festivals. In one institute, ar-
rangements were made to give participants
theatrical experiences not ordinarily
available. During the performance of two
plays, "The Skin of Our Teeth" and "Antony
and Cleopatra," the participants alter-
nated positions between stage left, the
light board, and the critics' booth, one-
third of the group occupying each posi-
tion for one act.
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Demonstration classes were used as ad-
ditional instructional resources in four
institutes. in one, participants observed
a class in the teaching of sub-freshman
English, in which new and experimental
methods and materials were employed. The
instructor of the class met afterwards
with the participants for a discussion of
his procedures. In another institute,
twenty-five students from the city schools
were used for demonstration classes on
teaching language and literature.

Forty-three disadvantaged children who
were regularly enrolled in the summer ses-
sion of an urban junior high school were
an integral part of one institute. Since
participants worked with the children in
afternoon sessions throughout the insti-
tute, they were a living laboratory for
the evaluation of materials. Field trips,
during which both participants andlchil-
dren explored the New York community,'in-
cluded visits to the Museum of Modern Art,
the Metropolitan ,Museum, the Museum, of Nat-
ural History, the children's zoo, the
Cloisters, the Holy Rosary Convent, and an
ocean liner. Special presentations of
the films "Born Free" and "The Red Bal-
loon" were also arranged for the children.
They wrote about all these experiences in
a newspaper which they typed, illustrated,
and mimeographed.

Participants from another institute
took a field trip to the offices of Har-
court, Brace, and World, Inc., where they
conferred with editors about textbook
publishing. They discussed the work they
were doing in the institute and its rela-
tion to forthcoming new or revised text-
books.

In another institute, tours and demon-
strations of the radio and television fa-
cilities in the nearby speech and drama
building were planned; in another:field
trips were arranged to the Wales School
for Boys and, on a voluntary basis, to
religious services at a Negro Baptist
church.

Reactions of Directors to Special Media
Institute

The ditectors of six of the institutes
visited had attended one of the Special
Media Institutes held at the University



of Southern California. All considered
the institute a valuable experience. The
following are some of their reasons:

1. "The Special Media Institute helped
me to crystallize my thinking about
What I wanted to do in the insti-
tute regarding media. It supplied
me with sources for help. It gave
me the feeling that media were
valued in the United States Office
of Education. We who had been in-
terested in media for many years
now felt that we were not working
in the dark. I gained some know-
ledge of skills in the institute
but would have liked to have
learned more."

"The institute increased my own
awareness of new media and gave me
incentive to make more effort in
this direction than I would have
done otherwise as a relatively un-
initiated person. The way in
which the whole institute here has
expressed some concern in these
matters is a reflection of my
having attended the Special Media
Institute in my role as director."

3. "The most valuable immediate aid
was the opportunity to preview
films. A director ought to know
what is going on--what films are
being produced, whether they are
good or not. Viewing films at the
institute warned me against a lot
Of things I might have been pres-
sured into ordering otherwise. I
did see some things I wanted to use
too. Directors who are college
teachers with no connection'with
either education courses or student
teachers need to know something
about closed-circuit television,
team teaching, etc. The Special
Media Institute was valuable in
this respect."

4. "I was resensitized to the whole
media point of view. In addition,
I learned about two or three use-
ful new films ("The Great Rights"
and the "Huck Finn" series) and
realized all over again how much
poot material is being used, how
uncritical some teachers of English
are In subtle ways the insti-
tute was helpful, especially in
the interaction with certain per-
sonalities, such as Dr. Hunt, who
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has a firm commitment to media,
and in the interplay with other
participants."

5. "The institute was a valuable ex-
perience: a) In attitude, partic-
ularly in an attitude which wants
to accept each medium on its own
terms yet seeks ways to relate it
to other media. b) In informa-
tion, the knowledge of media, the
facts of media -- what is available
in both equipment and materials.
c) In skills, especially in the
experimentation which was permitted."

6. "Valuable experiences included the
opportunity to preview films, the
opportunity to prepare materials in
the evenings, and the opportunity
to see demonstrations on the use
of 'equipment and to hear movie di-
rectors and others concerned with
films discuss them. The multi-
media presentation by Jim Finn was
very impressive, the work on evalu-
ating films valuable, the lists of
films and relevant articles about
new media -- both that distributed
at the institute and that sent
later -- were helpful. I was
highly motivated by the Special
Media Institute."

The InstitutionslAudiovisual Directors

Since two institute directors served
as their own A-V directors and one A-V
director was on vacation, only five A-V
directors or their assistants, who had
worked more closely with the institute
directors, were interviewed. All re-
ported that institute directors asked
for much'more equipment after they at-
tended the Special Media Institute
than they had requested before.
All five said that they had supplied film
projectors, screens, and record players
for the institutes. Four had also sup-
plied overhead projectors, filmstrip pro-
jectors, and tape recorders; two, opaque
projectors; one, an 8mm projector; one, a
slide projector. Four reported that they
had ordered and shown films. One had also
supplied materials for transparencies and
aided participants in preparing them.
One had instructed some of the partici-
pants, who had wanted to learn, how to
use the machines. One had set up a multi-
microphone production, amplified the sys-



tem, and made a tape recording of a
discussion panel. One A-V director took
the institute directors on the campus (a
history institute was also held there
this summer) to visit A-V equipment cen-
ters to help determine what would best
fit their needs. As a result, they then
pruchased a primary typewriter for the En-
glish institute, rented a 16mm projector
for their exclusive use, and provided an
overhead projector which was left in the
classroom throughout the institute.

One A-V director thought that more
should be done in future Special Media
Institutes to explain the use of equip-
ment; another said that the importance of
timing -- of setting up a definite sched-
ule for ordering and previewing films
-- should be stressed.

Two A-V directors said that relation-
ships between audiovisual centers and
content institutes could be improved if
institute directors were aware of how
much advance notice is required for order-
ing of films, booking of equipment, and
arranging for student aid. One A-V di-
rector said that there was no animosity
in the English department or in the in-
stitute toward audiovisual materials;
another said that there were no prob-
lems in such relationships on her campus.

Student Reaction to Media Experiences

Most participants said that they con-
sidered the time allotted to the use of
media in their institute, whether that
use was so limited as to be almost non- ..

existent or extensive, was about right.
In one institute, participants reported
little or no use of media, but felt that
emphasis was properly placed on close
textual examination of literature, on
literary criticism, and on the study of
language. On the other hand, in most in-
stitutes, participants expressed approval
*some enthusiastic endoresement -- of
the new media activities of the insti-
tutes. They. agreed, generally, that no
media had been used which they would not
recommend for other institutes also, pro-
vided the materials were relevant: In
addition, most participants said that
they had been inspired by the institutes
to use more media in their own teaching.

All participants reported some use of
rmmdia in their own classes; many use disk
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recordings, tape recorders, and the over-
head projector extensively, films and
filmstrips less often. Most, too, had
encountered the usual difficulties: the
necessity for ordering films far in ad-
vance, the failure to receive films when
scheduled, the problems with balky or at
times inoperative equipment, classrooms
poorly equipped or unequipped for the use
of media. Several participants said that
they were required to order a film one full
year before they planned to show it, only
to find, perhaps, months later, that the
film was unavailable at the time for which
it was scheduled. Some reported that
they had difficulty in getting equipment
as well as materials, that even record
players and tape recorders were in short
supply in their schools and must be re-
served weeks ahead. Others reported that
equipment, used carelessly by inexperienced
teachers, was often in poor working con-
dition.

Some participants noted that they
taught in rooms unsuitable for film show-
ings because of wiring, lighting, etc.,
and that scheduling a film necessitated
reserving another room in advance or
exchanging classrooms. Others said that
they had to check out and return equip-
ment themselves and be responsible for
all materials left in the classroom
during periods when they do not occupy
it.

Others, in contrast, were able to use
media extensively either in their own
rooms, where equipment is delivered on
request, or in rooms set up specifically
for the use of A-V materials. In one
school system each English classroom
is equipped with an overhead projector
and screen, a tape recorder, tapes and
transparencies, SRA reading kits, and
fifteen Language Masters. 'In one school
a complete unit on, mass media is, taught.
The school owns a good collection of
materials and has always purchased or
rented anything not in their own librar-
ies requested for use in,the mass media
unit or in English classes.

Most participants reported that their
supervisors, chairmen, and principals
were cooperative in helping to secure
whatever they requested. One said that
her principal's standard reply was, "Any-
thing so long as you use it." The only
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participant who reported having had ser-
ious difficulties in receiving permission
to use media had resigned. She would be
in a school this fall where she had been
assured that administrators were more
sympathetic toward attempts to improve
teaching.

Most participants seemed knowledgeable
about the use and value of records, tapes,
film, filmstrips, and overhead transpar-
encies. in their own classrooms. Many had
reservations, however, about the quality
of some materials, particularly films,
that they had used. They complained that
many are of poor quality, dated, or other-
wise unsatisfactory. Several said that
their students, who are an even more de-
manding audience than they, find some of
the educational films humorous, even
hilarious, and technologically far below
the standards of professional television.

Several participants reported having
made many of their own audiovisual mater-
ials (slides, tapes, transparencies, and
still pictures) because they find them
more satisfactory in supporting purposes
than commercial products.

Some participants said that they were
severely restricted in what they are per-
mitted to use by other teachers, usually
those of higher grades, who wish certain
materials, particularly films, reserved
for their own classes.

One participant stated that the in-
creased use of films by some teachers,
particularly those in the science and
social science fields, was excessive.
He felt that overuse of films had de-
stroyed the impact of even a good film
and noted that his students sometimes
complained that they had viewed films
every hour during the day prior to their
afternoon English class. He equated the
use of media with poor teaching or an
evasion of teaching responsibility, an
opinion vigorously refuted by other
participants who regarded them as valua-
ble adjuncts to their own teaching ef-
forts.

Changes Attributed to Special Media In-
stitute Attendance

The attention given to media was
found to be greater in extent in the six
institutes whose directors attended the
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Special Media Institute than in the two
"control" institutes. It is possible,
of course, that directors who attended
the Special Media Institutes were more
media-oriented to begin with than were
the others. Some of their comments,
however, when asked how the media used
in the institute compared with that
planned in the original proposal, would
tend to support that possibility:
"My original proposal was heavily media-
oriented"; "My proposal was so worded
that it was clear that media would be
used as much as time permitted and bud-
get allowed"; "I allowed latitude for
new media in my original proposal";
"The people chosen to staff the insti-
tute were instructors who used new media
extensively in their own classrooms";
"I was committed in principle though
not yet in practice."

But whatever the influence of the Spe-
cial Media Institute, directors said they
neither could have made major changes of
staff members nor employed additional
persons in order to give more attention
to media because their budgets, submitted
and approved before the Special Media
Institute, precluded extensive revisions
of plans. Most directors .said, though,
that they enriched their media offerings
because of their increasing awareness of
and involvement in media after their at-
tendance at the Media Institute. One
director said that he would have liked
to have added a staff member who was re-
sponsible for media, who did nothing else,
and who could have helped participants
with media problems too. One director
established a much closer liaison with
the audiovisual department after attend-
ing the Special Media Institute; others
said that they encouraged their staffs
to use more media. One reserved produc-
tion laboratories after attending the
Special Media Institute in order to ac-
commodate the increased production of
new materials. Two directors added lec-
tures as a result of the institute, one
on "Novel and Film" and one on "The
Language of Photography."

In addition, most directors scheduled
lectures and demonstrations on 3-M trans-
parencies and reported more use of the
overhead projector and more production of
transparencies by both staff and partici-
pants than they had anticipated. One re-
ported that he made use of the slide
techniques that he learned at the Univer-
sity of Southern California; another that

1



slides were made of the English institute
activities because she became aware of
their use as records at the Special Media
Institute. Another adapted the closed-
circuit television presentation at Anaheim
to his own situation. One director com-
mented that he found the bibliographies
provided theme useful in ordering books;
another duplicated and distributed the
bibliographies to participantsc,

Some directors. reported that they
learned things not to do: one decided
to use no filmstrips as a regular part
of the institute program after viewing
the collections at the Special Media In-
stitute; another used none of the films
shown there because he considered them
of such poor quality; another said that
he was glad to have seen a number of the
films because he might have been pres-
sured into ordering them otherwise.

Most directors reported, however, that
they used more films and a more varied
selection than originally planned because
of the opportunity they had to preview
them at the Special Media Institute. The
following films shown at the institute
were used in one or more of the eight in-
stitutes visited: The "Huck Finn" series
(in five institutes), the "Oedipus" se-
ries, "Eskimo Artist -- Kenojuak," "The
Eye of the Beholder," "Symbolism in Lit-
erature," "The Novel: What Is It?" "The
Great Rights," "Writers on Writing,"
"Football Today," and "Making Transpar-
encies."

Recommendations for Special Media Insti-
tutes

Directors of English institutes made
the following recommendations for the im-
provement of future Special Media Insti-
tutes:

1. Special Media Institutes should
have a representative from the sub-
ject matter field on their staffs
not merely in the planning stages
but also during the institutes.
Demonstrations should be made by
the subject matter person -- who
knows and can use English materi-
als effectively and who can answer
either the questions or objections
of directors.

2. Programs of Special Media Insti-
tutes should include an introduc-
tory lecture presenting the

philosophical bases for educational
media necessary as a background
for the institute experience.

3. A more critical selection of mate-
rials should be made prior to the
Special Media Institutes. This
selection should be made a panel
of subject matter specialists and
materials should be cataloged for
subject coverage, grade level, and
the like.

4. Only outstanding demonstrations of
media application germane to the
subject matter should be presented.
These demonstrations should be
made by subject matter specialists
who have used media successfully.
Directors should have an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate how they
have used media effectively.

5. A pre-institute questionnaire sur-
vey should be made to determine
directors' experiences and prob-
lems with media. The stated in-
terests and needs of directors
should be taken into considera-
tion in planning the institute
program.

6. Criteria for the selection and
evaluation of equipment should be
formulated and made available to
directors.

7. More media materials and equip-
ment should be displayed and
demonstrated.

8. A knowledgeable evaluation of
media materials should be made
and supplied to the directors.

9. Graduate assistants should be
used as laboratory assistants
available to the group, but
should not replace professional
personnel who are competent in
both English and educational
media.

10. Special Media Institute labor-
atories should be available
for use of participants during
evening hours.

11. Participants should be allowed
time to discuss past and possi-
ble future applications of edu-
cational media in their own
institutes.

12. Guest lecturers should be se-
lected with great care. Their
presentations should be of the
highest quality and germane to
the interests and needs of par-
ticipants.
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Ch.

Modern Foreign Language
Institutes

By

Phil C. Lange

Teachers College, Columbia University

The three modern foreign language in-
stitutes visited as a basis for.this re-
port were offered in the field of Spanish
at proficiency levels coded 3 or 3,4.
Instructibn and ,other forms of communica-
tion were conducted mainly in Spanish.
Two institutes, those at Furman University
and Gannon College, enrolled forty parti-
cipants for six weeks; at Murray (Ken-
tucky) State University fifty participants
were enrolled for seven weeks. The
writer visited each campus for two days at
a time somewhat. beyond the half-4ay point
of the summer session.

Media Activities in Institutes Visited

With reference to media and to impli-
cations for the Special Media Institute
for directors offered at the University
of Southern California, it is important
to identify several unique features in
language institutes in general and in the
institutes visited, in particular, as
follows:

I. Characteristically, ,these i'guage
institutes were seen to budget strongly
in time, staff, materials, equipment, and
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space, and to give much attention to,
practice and skills, in speaking, liiteninq.e,,
reading, an& writing the language -,rr 047
pecially'to speaking. and. listening.,,T*
intent as that partiginanta_livejn,the
context of the 'foreign:langUagejn:theiri
dormitoriet, their elissei, and their
recreation. Much of the instruction;was'.

semi-tutorial; much was mediated.* r4,.
corded and pre-packaged instruction.

2. ,,Because placement of '4'#400As in
learning environmentithat-are*Oited to'
their profieiency-aPpeared_to:b0:0XtreMely,
important,, participants were Oireful4.
pre - tested and ContinuouSIy reteste:4
thrOughbut the institUteperiO4. Initial
pla6ement was made onthe,4asis of this
pretesting, but, there was .continuous ,re-,
assignment of individuals,to.proper
ity-,grOupingsanii individual-learning,
activities were assigned f rt terMs, of:later,
performance data. Alt)..OWta_language
institute may haVe appeared_; to Oalmt4o
a fixed schedule MiiecauswitwaAvu****
a ."layer -cake" of iisted'opursesp=.
tual tact. theca was for, the individual
learner' a weekly adjuptment, Ari terms of
P,a9rmance, A004. 4A0,147904400Y!



gramming to the readiness of individual
learners was an accepted' practice.

3. AlthoUgh in some instances, parti-
cipants came to institutes without exten-
sive past experience in using tape
recorders or language laboratories, the
director of a language institute and most
of his staff were found to be media-
oriented and well-versed in the problems
and possibilities of using them. Liter-
ally, these individuals have been leaders
in advancin% this aspect of the educa-
tional media field; they also appear to
AM quite eager to improve and to advance
beyond present levels of proficiency with
respect to them-

4:- Directors of the language institutes
visited. were obviously wcperienced with
"mediated teaching" (using prepared mater-
ials to do 'basic:instruction; thus allowing
,theteaCher time to do- diagnostic analysis
Of,perfOrmance and offering, appropriate pre-

.;t:seems inevitable, then, that
'OMyWOUi0 also incorporate, in their classes
visual 0444446 realia, and print to form
4:-COmprehenSive:"family of-materials and
mediii! :to:serve t_hair purposee* The three
directors of the yi,sited institutes were
,prodf'-of .tliia:.aicpecatiOn. Two were excel-
lent:PiPtogratiherSit-'they were able to stim-
ulate -use. various :fortis of -edu-
OatiOnai -technology. -,One had worked pre -
viousl,y with; to prepare, slides

If:4110_0401i-140194,00. 'stamps (for"'-05e.in
-- ,culture- area studies) of a quality

ing usnai:'comMerciaz 'Standards*, other
had Used photographic interest.

create Occellent yisibility: for projected
iMages :in a -lighted language laboratOry by
reconstructings :a wall 'sp'.that a remotely._

,.controlled rearrprOlection, unit_ could show
bz;llant images: 't`wO directors --had learned
-toerichriOnize sound- with films, filmstriPs,
_and: Slides: *Ale the third director was
not a -0i0,.ographics ,prOducer, he -was, like

e[ other two & strong instructional
isr-Of various film forms and flat pic-

Oa.

4., The point of the' above, is that
:413 specialty of _iiaguage 'laboratories and
000444; 1401 to .some .extent other
,audioVisUal 40'44 the director 0,

'ag,e-inetitUte, may have_ even more,,eXpertise-'
nun txi'e .average college audiovisual di,.

.iii-taah. 'institute visited' 'the
,,,,1,Astitute. director was found to
000.40.414 his- own 11,74,P director,

assisted by a member of his

institute staff who had speCialreaponsi"
bility-for coordinating,,and inatructingin
Media selection and

6. One of the langdage instituteS:Via-
ited was being offered for the -040 .Con-
secutive year, with largely the Sapie atafft
Another, offered for the 406_44.Y,ear,
had a repeat faculty, While- thethird via
being offered for the tirit The
staff of the latter, though mainly exper"
ienced in having worked in .previous
tutes elsewhere, wee composed of SipOers
who had established prior mutual. friend"
ships. In the Opinion of this visitor,
there ware obvi0416but_unexpeOte4,001`
ciencies in that iristitute!.0:1etting';and
equipment i../hiak-the,idiret0t0:e.-*00,14' ,seek to
remedy`. his }-second year' a program.;
writer believes that a-medial-oriented
guage, iiistitute,,director who difficulty
with media and materials ,.one ',044iii0,,-
schooi" by reason of -that_exPerience,, and
will thus- exert preasure' to ,deV0.00
smooth Working operation, for A f011owing
Year's program.

7. Demonstration classes' were charaC,.--

teristicallr a major;p4.0cif the .programs
of the language_ institutes visited.
oristrationparticipati0n:sesSionea:,,,pre,-f,,..
ceded and followed by critiques- ,correlated:
with methods, coursois,r.,6yidel'.1txcepient
means of -exploring uses Of --neW-Media, in
foreign; language teaching;;.

0.' The-modrern: -foreign language!
tutes visited -in ,8641:i::*fer,4;(k
14'1;0 ex*t,"FlOPP11:444.P:911, #134,`,:C31C;,,

,pi:004.,,04440#0.0**0-0#es ,to#
these, 4ems 'were, demonstrated:a0t2,00. ,normal_
or ;:egUiar comporient;s4_;0.04: .044410#04,4:-.z.
Institute 04i4f0:114_,e,-.01,4i#04':***Y_O*
the basis of their demonstrated ability to
make aP13r9PP..4.9 use 0:VP10-1Re410 equipment, 446(it,institutes
visited were -found, .to 'be well

' .

new media and 42exii0s0*- 441r_ation requests at one ins4tuts.*Or ,814#4
gle ,thre**,e4 -0040ile'''-*Ot-'0401`f4 showed
oit.0**040404 oXiiiii49**Am*

144 been logged;.

lypefCE,q00-1510e#-
:T.J04''Qu441.9

-Electronic' .ClaiiirdOme

Tape' 'repo, era
diffetent s o



Projectors (all types)........... 111

2x2 slide projector. 2020
Filmstrip projector 22
16mm motion picture
projector 25,

gram motion picture
projector a.

Overhead projector. ...... 41
Synchronized tape-

slide projector
Opaque projector 1

::Portable screen 61

'rbje,ction table units 12

Record Playerti 5, .

(tape) erasers 2

splices 2

This use Wati:in.addition'to the regular
use, of ,installed equipment in language
labbratiriek,, electronic classrooms, re-
cording, StUdicts;. high .speed :duplicating .

'0terS,,,,ConsOle. and production centers,
and exh:bts of materials and equipment
sit aside examination in curriculum

-materials; study :tociMS '

The; .physical, settings an instal-
).-atibns at two of ,the three.institutes,
:visited appeared to be conducive to good
:Media_ntilization.. The third institute
was.rhancliCapped' by'kts pobr, physical

Ail three institutes. visited gave
pecial attention to the selection of new

Maximum. attention was given to
_audio, devices and materials, and especially

rto -1?anguage./abbratbrieS and tape: record:-
era.: institutes drew upon-resources

commercial producers and distributors,
'uSed. criteria of 'national .prOfessibnal

an4atiOns, in their--,Critiques'.
ert: ai.presentitions and _material*: Some

;#:l:!;00:c100 c9A8414.04.gui4.
ii"st*C*ion- iheeta-abbOt-eqUip-

. ,

roll_Tateriale-and stiggested
.dOilta,CtS,Wit*.iftate Department of *du-

atiOnIangnage.vfficers.- ..All three in.:
,tutee :-41So-,maintained ,demonsttation and

ptoVided scheduled pre-.
e.ctea` films.

1,-

,A,,,,saCh institute regOlar schedules
tO4 id, to permit participants to

prepare language tapes under the critical
supervision of staff members. Demonstra-
tion classes offered opportunities for
some participants to prepare 'Materials to
be Used in demanstrationa. 'Also, 'in two
institutes,4ar*icipants engaged in indi-
vidual or groUp;prOjeCts involving the
preparation of a unit of instruction, in.,
c7uding the 'selection and production of
audiovisual modules. Taped programs be-
came part of an institute tape' library
from which other participants were encour-
aged to, make duplicates. All partici-
pant* were expected to 'have adequate
competence in dUplicating tapes using
ordinary tape recorders. In addiiion
additional equipment was available for more
sophistiCated production techniques in
volving the synchronization Of tapes and
films or slides. As mentioned above, the
staff and participants were also found to'
be facile producing and using overhead
projectuals.

12.. Where equipment was readily-avail=
able and where 'room facilities were Con-
ducive to the use'-of ptojetted images,
stittite directors and their, staffs were
found to be producing -sound4ilni and.,syn,
chronized sound-Slide .series of their
They also reproduced ;maps; PhOtos,
and stamps; and they transfbrmeil field' trip

_ .

-settings into 2" x '2", Slides.

.. v.,
In summary, at the three institutes`

ited it was possible to observe consistently
good_ and frequent uses of various :type* lof,
educational nieciia, of. which' the f011bioring,`.

'were typical:

Integrated use of 'media in Ole 'normal,
cOntext of various institute courses;

Special sessions' focusing directly, on
characteristics of media' and ,theit uses;.

superVised, preparation of' materials_ .(such"
as language tape) which are then' ,SUb-r,
jetted ;to critical ,Class. analySier

Methods courses treating principles'of
and criteria for Selectic,fr,

Meteriels;

Demonstration classes high sch661
students and follow -up; critiqUeei;:that:-,

:give attention to ,media' selection and
utilization;"

,Provision fOr heilr *, Medie
problems, and (in .two institutes) ,an,
dividual or team project to .develop



instructional unit employing appropriate
media;

Conscious attention to:providing proper
physical arrangeme-Its and resources in
classrooms and other learning spaces of
the institute and college;

Selected materials from curriculum mat-
erials centers displayed for examination,
study, and use in each of the institutes;

Well-equipped learning environments.
Especially noteworthy were the remote-
controlled rear-projection features built
into' the. Gannon language laboratory and
the production and reproduction facili-
ties, and the-Materials study center
established at Furman University.

;ObserVed,USes of Media

-None of the three modern foreign lan-
guage institutes observed used television,
althOugh,in,tWo of them it could have been*nude available had it been deemed espec-
ially- contributory to achievement of in-
stitute objectives. ',Instead, demonstrations
were ,Heither-was_there direct use
Ofp0iii100pfilSia,althOugh ,-tere.Was the
PosiSiOlity:,inHtWO*Stitutet_that there-
*:Ou 10. -be-deoirionstration-- of this equipment
44/OW1.1144.40:0414tOr's iSyn7
'0,1i-k0iiisedtea-oherrmade sound
2"-x' 2"' slide series" andS,mm filmstrips,
as well as extensive 'use of remotely-con-

projeCtiOn, were also observed by
this visitor in twO'inititutea during the
course of '4E-visits. The use of equiiment
and nOW-materialt at'Furmah was especially
extensive -; more importantly,., its use seemed
aa naturaland timOly_ais opening a

,

boOk to
specific page. Ihe_same could be,said,

04 P441i60.' Admittedly, tile physical
eatOOS"detracted:Somewhat froth-these pos-

sibilities *,At the Murray institute, 134t,
as ito#44051o4;140 it is *6 *1)6;044.*
of 0iit4400.4tec* director 'that the visit,

in so
concerned with media brought

in ad'MankreSOUrdes from the outside and
eMon0 Oted em -s0 well

Overhead transparencies (3)
Colorlifting transparencies (1)
Opaque projection (1)
Magnetic board (1)
Still picture sets (3)
Tape recordings (3)
Disk recordings (2)
Remote control devices (2)
Bulletin board, displays, exhibits (3)
Radio broadcast (1)
Maps, charts, globes (3)
Field trips (2)
Programmed textbooks (3) (in study)
Teaching machine program (1) (in study)
Language laboratories (3)
Film loops (0)
Television and videotape (0)
Home-made or teacher-made.

8mm movies, with synched sound (1)
slide series, including those synched
with sound (2)

slides (3)
graphic charts (3)

In the writer's judgment, the above repre-
sents "extensive use. However, this use
was accomplished in such an integrated
manner that at no time was it conspicuous.
The focus was not on media as such, but,
rather, on, what was to be taughtand
learned.

Staff Assignments for .Media'

As mentioned previously, foreign
language institute directora,are,ch4racter7,
istically oriented positively toward edu7
cational media of ,allkindsthey are expert
in their use, and they, are cOMpetent,to,act
as their' own audiovisual ditectOrs1, In
each of the three institutes visited, the
director:, (a),, had taken primary,.responsi,7,,

bility for developing suitablemedia ser-
vices and facilities forhis, own institute,
(b) had delegated to. a_memb6r:-94:40 #,ff
key responsibility for coordinating educa7,

tional media, ,c14-1Pr114.9 414 44X1ri:004,41
(c) expected each, staff merWer to ~have dua
competence in subject matter
priate uses of media for the teaching of.,r
foreign langua4da. --

All staffing asiignaients Ear,
institutes visited had: been.:coMpieted Wore
the directors attended ,tbe $144104)11,04,

appears; :00#00*0
.

Special Media Xnst#1,14. served
.underscore.. *,

the .O*,-,34,
teaching4g 4.00eri;for4i4P 140g4400e,

and (b) PrP1T4-00 a. basis f9; rt;'411 #!:414,
this viewpoint to the institute_ staff**

bit e'twa-Aasi-,isits to each of the
ree4natituteethe following media uses

by staff ar participants were observed:

Quids (3 institutes):

`4-slide' (2)
IgiStr4'42r-



,'C 1, ,,,,,
7AAt-i'..,e:-.:41-011161101i10110100.1.40

to the administration of the college or
university involved. Two directors men-
tioned this last influence; one considered
it the principal outcome of the Special Me-
dia Institute he attended.

Facilities for Media

For language institutes generally, the
most widely used facilities appear to be
the language laboratories and other elec-
trOnic Classrooms wired- for 'combinations
of listening and speaking. A majority of
',partidipints in the institutes visited
brought their own tape recorders. Thus,
each dormitory tobril'or nearly any space
'haying access to an eleOtrical outlet was
_a potential listening station. In addition,

7 portable tape, recorders were provided by
the institute for use in various class-
rooms. ,TWO- Of: the institutes visited also
had studios in which high quality reCord-
ing equipment and. high-speed tape dupli-
cators were available. All three institutes
provided ,attachments and expert instruction

,rfCotaiy.kditplication.

:..W#WOJnOtitutes-Visited there was
evident' en*rageMent Of participants to
venture into production of
Aide*riipiibtO4r,0*E4' and CoMbinatiOns Of
teacher-made slides and -tallies. Attention
was 4040-41:00to- the desirability of en-
:::444A4whigh400.161''students themselves

00:#0itableaUdiOViSual materials
- means Of providing extra motivation

Page study and performance. All
three institutes emphasized the production

6:-ibiedttiaigi:Ebir-the.-0Yerhead projector;
item of equipment was more

- easily :go00011e than chalk and chalkboard.

*-",16e1Wint. and extra rooms for fi lm pre-
i4040-,aVailble in all three insti-

tutes. But, in actual theseinstitutes were so heavily scheduled and
0.14,ed:solOtrOngly the' up-grading of
UalalOrdfiCienCieS-that time fpr,volun-

'ADreviiWing,lwas greatly limited.
iere did?_api0eartmnimei;'considerable amount

of -cr*itiCal'grouppreYieWing of selected
g, -400eVer, follOWed by a disOussidn of

their merits and USefulness in teaching.

. :

Instructional Resources

nitrUCtional resources of the three

..,

modern foreign language in stitutes visitedd
were -0004,t9 e fully adequate an

47
,

extensive for their, 'intended-
purposes. Because of the heavy schedul-
ing requirements, each institute provided
a curriculum materials _Center in which
were assembled instructional ,-materials
most likely to be needed by participants.
Similarly, in each case, the film or film-
strip library consisted of Seledted4. tems
either in a locally _available .collectiO,
or obtained from rental. sourcet.-
picture collections, mans, eXhibiti, %.and
displays were also available. -7

Two of the three institutes featured'
several field trips; one benefited from
the use of a nearby museum.

Tape and disk recording collections were
probably the most widely used resource in
the instructional materials centers.. Flat,.
picture sets and sample textbooks were also
widely used. Each institute made some pro-
vision to permit participants to bUild:theix'
own collections of teacher-made tapes for
foreign language instruction. At one in-
stitute, exhibit spaces were strategically
located in a new student union building.
Realia displayed there were selected and
arranged by institute staff members.

The main libraries and central ',audio,-
visual offices of the three inktitutes,
visited appeared not to ti,guxe imppr,t4thl.y.
in providing media services. Rather,-, the
institutes seemed quite largelY
contained with respect to suckneedg.,

.

,,

Student Reactions to Media Experiences

ficiently

Generally speaking, students interview--
ed appeared to be quite satisfied with the
kinds and quality of media experiences of-
fered to them in the institutes, Many
enrollees expressed a desire for more In
formation about how to select` front and in-
vest wisely in the many media resources
available to them. Bspeciatly needed were
more precise guidelines to aia in making,
such choices and in appraising, local school
needs. Mich of the, technical data on qua-
lity and durability of equipment, for ex-
ample, was considered to be irrelevant and
confusing to the average person.

Students also commented upon the fact
that, frequently, there isconfusion as, to
whoie responsibility, it is to develop cri-,
teria governing the selection of _materials :



, .

;

: and Speóiicatione for equipment aridl facil-
: jtes needd. for foreign language instruc-

ton,. Several iicipants described their
'èffor: td i1t in designing foreign
language façi1its for their schools only
'to Iáve their efforts negate.d by what they

: COflSid1ed to he non-professional decisions.
me resuit waS that old problekus were re-

:

incorporated into new buildings.

,

Reactions of Directors to Spacial Media

i:, InStitute

Directors of the three modern foreign
jflStLtUtes visited in this study

had attended the Special Media Institute
held at the Universij of Southern Cali-
Lornia. In considering their general re-
actions to that experience, i.t is appro-
priate to repeat that two of them had
conducted in4titutes previously and had
developed considerable background and skill
in educational nedia. AlL three directors
were especially interested in new develop-
me i! l!uge !oratore nd Ln
other media applications to foreign langtiage
teaching.

Reactions of t*e three &trectors to the
Special Mdia Xzistitute itself may be sum-
mri as fo].low8:

1. The institute experience was a good
one, but it appeared not to be planned
with the needs of experienced language
institute direct.ors in min& Language di-
rectors were grouped with librarians and
reading' specialists, for example, thus corn-

plicat'ing the process of.. instruction and
uses of appropriate examples.

2. Failure to establish the level of
, media profióiencies befca the week's pro-

grin began. pie's with failure to group
axicipahts on the basis of special needs
nd 3.ntexests, were frequently mentioned
hortor4inge.

3. The pecial Media Xnstitute staff,
although generally proficient in uses of
media, did iot include one person who was
particularly expert in their applications
to oreign language iflatruction.

4. Some limited aIvantage appeared to
4erive from the fact that, at the Univer-
'sity of Southern California institute, di-

1 recors were provided opportunities to
shar, expërieñces. It was believed that,
while this sharing should have been done
more systematically, sufficient time was

it.
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5. Two things, espeiUy were cited
as needs: (a)

needs and profiäiencies of modrn 1fo,rgn
language institute di ctors.w illa-

future Specia] 1a ±zS itutea, ':

(b) a new kind of language institute for
teachers -- one that deals mainly with. Lrz-

structionalutedia andktnstruçtional' rat-
egies for the teaching of foreign lan-
guages. Two directors interviewed strongly
reconunended these actions. 1'.

changes Attributed to' 8àjal Media
Institute Attendance

For reasons already cited or implied,
attendance of directors at the Specia].
Media Institute (Unversity of Southern
California) appeared to effect little
change n "media Activities" planned for
the three mOdern foreign language in-
stitutes visited. Perhaps the principal
reason for tis was tI,e,,fac that,, tra-

ditionally, foreign language institutes
have employed a variety o media and equip-
mént appropriate to instructional puroses
The very nature of th. field lends itself
to the "media" approach.

Special Media Institute attendance did
seem to reinforce directors' convictions
jhat institute programs should be planned
to take into account participants' previøus
interests and proficenciea with respect to
'imedia. Further, it appeared to strength-

en directors' convictions that c'naiderations--
of,n,e media applications to the teaching
oE moer'n foreign, languages should be in
contexts similar to those in which parti-
cipant (obServers, learners are likely
to, use 'them.

:" '':

The very fact that the Spacial Media
Institute was held 5at all was also inter-
preted as evidence that the U.S. Office
'of Eion attached considerable impor-
tance tonew media. Thisiew-point was
communicated to members of the staffs of
the three institutes studied. The result
was a sensitizing, to .nedia uses which might
otherwise have been missed. The po.nt
should also be ittade that attendanc of di-..
rectors at th Ipecia1 Media.Inatitute
was believed to have influenced their. n.

presidents to give mpre attention to improve-
menté of new mediA facilities and services
'in their 'instjtutjôns.
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kecommendations for Special Media
Institutes

she following recommendations are made
With regard to improving the 'quality of
futureapecial Media Institutes attended
by modern foreign language institute di-
rectors:

1. #e-dategmine the backgrounds,
media proficiencies, and-special interests
Of modern foreign-language institute di-
rectOrs attending t then group participants
accordingly.

2.' 'Develop an instructional plan that,
-permits multi -level prograMming, thus pro-
viding something for each participant at a
level that stretches his perception and

S. Be certain that at least one of the
staff members of the Special Media Insti-
tute is especially competent in foreign
language instruction and capable of demon-
strating applications of media to the
field,

6. Continue to offer the kinds of field
trip opportunities that were offered in the
first Special Media Institute, AaponiAily
those involving advanced media usage
public schools.

7. Continue to provide opportunitiee'
for participanta to engage in free dis
cussion sessions,' as last year.

One special recommendation appears to
be justified, 'in the opinion of this, ob=
server, that.goes well beyond the limits of
Special Media institutei as presently con==1-
ceived. thii reOommendition is as f011oWs:

Po it modern foreign language in-,.

stitute directors to attend their own
SpeOial Media Institute, rather than one
inplUding'Oartidipants from a number of
dliciPiinei. If a multi-discipline insti-
tute'is all that can be offered provide
opportunities fora sub- ,grouping of the
language institute direotors to permit,them
to deal with 'special Ordblems, applications,
and 'competencies unique to their field,
including *medial attention to language
lahoratoriei.

Provide opportunities to exploit_ and

to. share previous experiences of former
,idiractors of modern, foreign language insti-

-tes w40 attend Special media ;nititutes,

8. Offer anew kind of NIDEA. institute
for teachers of modern foreign languages
that will focus directly on uies of new
educational media. Institutes now offered
in this field devote major attention and
resources to the development, of participant
language skills. An inetitutelat tOO4lee,,
instead, upon instructional Media w.O41410.ve-
less attention to-language laoilltY.--40-f149.
although some instruction and communication
would be conducted in the ..foreign *language.
By ,focuting mainly ;:upon media: (What is eVailr!

able, wIlat needed, prinOiPle0 end 411de=
lines for selection,' and 4040400# of
utilization coipetence),. compatible AllOtr,14-

tion could li.rOvlded in one iA044te,g9F,
participante studying several ditfekent
foreign languages.
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Dmeau1 ing institutes

By

Kenneth M. McIntyre

UnOtersity, of North (lifeline,:

Directors of the -three reading insti-

a*"***04144-''***44044 the -44041
e;40,0iiiite;,i,o.;ttie,:tioivogitir. -of

Southern California. Pheie on-site via-
its, each two div-8,0 length, form the
e.01,4fthie;400,0it.'- Two ifistitUtee,

,
_

o30 at New $0x4o,Na.ghlands University
.,.0"(),.partiCiPantZi.and_Aastein Michigan,...
university (25 participants), were sched-
uled to be Zes4ork.-for- seven weeks;

, 1,r, -,, ,

the New York at
Buffalo. instituie "Oa participants) was
set up for

,
Si* Weeks... All three, insti-

tutes were offered at proficiency levels
__:_

In the ;mijor;ity of instances, partici-
pantsPK-.0*--Oree',.teading, institutes
visited,:ipi09441,*o.:,)se Skilled. teachers.
well trained 4.0-0011040.00, and learning
thectry,tor,:the teaching of reading.. They

J*4.PPreP44140-01424 in linguistics and
,*hrOad acquaintance with children s- And'

.Srluncj;-,peptiteA1,k3,,terature. In many, in-
40,,110)*ckgrounds ;elating _

40449.4*0,040.19stic readng,prin-
ciples and practices.

stantial emphasis was given in the
4.4itee, to teaching And remedial read-

ing techniques and to the utilization
_

related instructional resources.

Media Activities in Institutes Visited

The Manual for the Preparation of Pro-
posal, Summer 1966 and the Academic Year
1966-67, states that one of the objectives
of all reading institutes was pip7,
septation of the different new materials
in order that their participants might
compare and judge their worth in the con-
text of a reading program" (p. 41)., This
provision appeared to have been fully met
in the three reeding institutes visited.
The ;election and utilization of medie.
directors and staff members of the insti-
tute4 was -considered kiI1fu1ly 440404
in all of the observed programs. A host,
of media were used all three insti-
tutes, including the following:
04ntat#08, slides, ofioeiad transpar-
encies, still picture 'sets, television
programs, tape tecordinge,mapii;-program-
med textbooks, and teaching'*ac4naPt°4
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devices and related Materials, and the
Overhead projector wizh large transpar-
encies. Of the "newer" media, videotapes
and telelectures;were used most frequently.

Production techniques were emphasized
for the preparation of graphic materials.
These materials were used by participants
in the laboratories and by lecturers in
classes. There was considerable dedica-
tion to experimentation with equipment
and Materials for motivating students and
for improving teaching techniques.

Observed Uses of Media

EguipMent such as Educational Develop-
ment Laboratories.' Tach-X, pacing devices
such as SR,,'s reading accelerator, the
Craig reader, and a host of other special
reading deVices and related materials were
demonstrated and considered in relation
to the objectives of the three reading
institutes, In .almost every instance a
careful evaluation during laboratory per
ods-Waqumade of all available materials

d'45eVi6ee.

Andietape" redordings were used exten-
sively bOth '.in ;the - classroom and in the

'*°;ir'eePeciellaf in the institute
rthe,Oulturally biSadVantaged where
04hiatid0Os an important part of the

instructional Program- Many tePes, in-
'cluding tape's of lectures; were dupli-
dated-and Made available to participants.

kcoal'0#04UctiOn teChaiques appeared
o K*4;'1:04rtichlariy to institute in-
ructora, `since the critical fac-

1.0010,0,_ _particularly
-,0.0 the :01.044.1.11: disadvantaged, is

4404 ni**4.q.s that are produced cora-
at,kbe apProPriate vocabulary

toll. but tevit 004 40- stimulate in-
theee recx4rements,

4t`4044te*ialssWerek, used extensively,

104#440***SnOPerenciee prepared
7,0*0#4e#04irvie#9r, 41-everY in-

P:iWViiitek,participants and lectur-
**0 *e:t0Verhead'proJeCter

consisten

Two departures from conventional tech-
niques were received with enthusiasm by
participants. One institute used a taped
lecture by a leading sociologist as a,
basis for a telelecture-diScussion session
which prompted a spontaneity on the part
of participants that was an outstanding
feature of the institute. Use of a
videotaped series on the development of a
reading program in the secondary 86110°1
was one prominent feature of another in-
stitute.

The largest demands on audioVisual
centers by reading institute directors
were for videotape recordings, taped
lectures, and telelectures. it in inter-
esting to note that 16mm motion picture
films and other commercially, produced ma-
terials were found to have limited use as,
a'result of the dearth of these materials
that would apply to the narrow range, of
instructional objectives which reading
institutes were pursuing.

Staff Assignments for Media

Following the Speci4liedia InstitUtes,
the insti#ute directors made, minor changes,
in assignment of staff: to give* increased
attention to media activities in 'Oeirin-
stitutes. Such changes involved allotting,
more time for thee use and presentation- of
media rather than adding personnei direct
ly to the institute staff (Which dire_ Ctors
desired but could not. effect :becaUse,of.
budgetary limitationi),. Haviever,-.the

Special Media Institutes, apparently re-
sulted in greater involvement of :the
audiovisual center and its :staff ,in insti -f.

affairs through consultation, coopr
erative uses of facilities, and_the'iOce,
The audiovisual staff. was fre94e40-Y
called upon for_demOnstrations..of pro-
duction techniques such, as dry mounting,
photo lifts, and design of trinsparen,
cies for the overhead projector.

Facilities for Media

t was apparent, that the baCkground of
00tOrtin,linguiptics:and educational

ciagy)iide'themidept,at perceiving
teOti4-41441040.90 of all types of

0.04* *4.0.4*,, 00014* _follow-
thlt01

the 10431,p14). Media 'Institute.

Besides the usual facilities' for rea4-
ing instruction,- all institutes had
tional media facilities, supplemented
those in the audiovisual center, All,_nr!,

stitutes had preview facilities; 415u441'

these were kidequalte One institute h44 A .
large lecture hallequipped with telev
simile rear projection screen, and elec-
tronic lectern. While this institnte,

S1



relied entirely upon portable tape record-
ers it uped,audiovisual center facilities
fot the production of materials. It also
used, for demonstrations, a television
studio and radio station.

A second institute was held in a
public. school in ,which all production fa-

ITecaclioviiiiial equipment were
made available. institute also used

- the. college .audioVisual center's graphic
laboratory, tape duplicating and record-
ing facilities and its facilities for
ptOdUcing videotapes and kinescopes.

The thitd institute made extensive use
of large lectlire hallt and,Classrooms
.equipped for previewing. .Graphic and
;photography- laboratories were also used
,4# coostition with the college _audiovis-
',ual Center.

.Reading institute directors reported
that,,,-following -attendance at the _Special
Media Inetitute,.. they had- expanded media

facilities ,and /or had .used. them more in-

, tensively,. ,althOugh most had already been
included'4ri, :their :original plan.

_

InetrUCtionalReSOUrces

Instructional resources were available
n: variety and the
,peCial 'reading-- 400:04 noted_ .above. As
one400-#0,4 ota,g4ct it; "The biggeet
prObieM-:Waitl-tO;,deVelOp' a diagnatitid,.ap-

POOh:T#1'0).*i* ot4ertiCitients in
-order -that: ithek'might be able to use the
wide variety of materials appropriately."

40410,,M*St#1.A4 had film.
0#00,1,-*50* f4jerge rentaX,filiwli-
hratiet it -the..4tate level. ' this
.respects, e-and filmstrips were either
*#.60.!4: k.0.41,f9pl,previeW and, special

and."arid. tOrnit*.ipt. were dis-

0#00044 to 0#4;0444p- The usual
004:xl. 40044 c.:(9100.ons -University

,4-40; 1-1-epolsen, :word" variety,
4h0:1i. 0i0S0 were not
eforreadsngi.classes:-Ap-a sup-7

f(0.tue dkrectore used suggestions fqr
4

piI4 materials they brought back from
Siedial Media Institute to expand
bibliographies and to order

xona materials related to their read-

#ms.

plement, some records were ,purchased -and,
others were borrowed.from,Special collec
tions available eliewhere., Tape,recOrd
ince; were used extensively; the majority
were produced atthe,lOCal leVel: Audio '-
tape recorded lectures- -were. effectively
used to Supplement the qecture:pibgtamof
the, institute. Maps vere..used:by
dren to develop exhibit* 00 014playst,
depicting their interests, proViding',ihe

participant with an opportunity,, to devel...

op additional motivational materials to
encourage related reading. Special:col
lections of library-Materialkok-Oaricus-
types were. made available in reading zo*:
laboratories. In each inis'titU'te 'field

trips were,: made tO.AchoOls having 'pro.,

grams- (conducted under theElementgry and
Secondary-_ Education ACt) for, culturally

disadvantaged children or children1With
remedial reading RtoblemS.-:Plat picture'
collections Wete'deVelOpekby individual-
instructotsi,p*iCipantio assembled them
for use on pOSterS1 and diSplaYS,in the
temediAi reading-labotatOtieS,,,,MOtiOn_
picture, (16#4, trinetetS of videotape re-.
cordings lorOduced,byOne institute to,
114.nstrate thedel:relO.p0ent of4:Secohdery
reading; prograM will later,-lbe,Made.> .,,
ahwnationelly-tointeregt044044*.
sPeciali4S.

Student Reactions to Mediallxperiences-

Oerticipants. reflected .the 044u44104,
shown _for media by inetitute- :directors. F
Demonstrations, of modern instructional .
technology and local production teChniVeti-

- appeared: to be an inipiratiOn,,,to,'partiCi.,

pants. ,_P%rtiOipants,indicated 04*
time .made

spend as much time as ttiey,41deire4 On me-;
dia facets Of".0ieir.1464.00.

pants seemed 0'01'444 4.4c**40440:.
deitighii4speciaXii*Ori44*:moei'44*
_divic4141 4iO4 of students_, 0440p*oiies,
or clas_ ses. Working with ch ldren, on: re-
medial reading ,probleMe. 01)**1_ .*1-4,0*
added incentive for innovation and cre-
ativity` on the part of` Partidipanti . in
the inetitUtee.-

,

Reading inStitute,patticipantSe
Pressed a desire fgr
more advanced techniques, such` as 1eSrnOg
and/or language laboratories," :010wT*Can,
and closed-circuit televisiOn, Or ,0 c,

electronic devices. App404,0#0,o,
#9.0.10644 inYmee4n1 -0#000040e:
-mends for more reeding specialists ;'



regions where the culturally deprived are
a major socioeconomic problem were viewed
by directors as immediate necessities.

Reactions of Directors to Special Media
Institutes

Reading institute directors appeared to
be generally, enthusiastic about the Spe-
cial Media Institute they attended. They
Were pleased with the opportunity to be-
come familiar with materials of which they
had been aware previously but for which
they had developed little competence in
using All directors interviewed were
unanimous in their support of the, Special
Media Institute and the need to lengthen
it for directors of future reading insti-
tutes. They also enjoyed opportunities
to exchange -ideas with colleagues. Each
4ixector mil messed a. special interest in
:dOeloping a collectidp of materials for
future Special 'Media Institutes that
would have more 4#00t application.-to
epecial,proble08:Of reeding; One Usti-
A*tOLd4rOotOr sUq4ettedthat.tdre time
-'004d'be:deVdtedtO, searching 'out sources
of new rear/Wig and _eqUitment.

4n-20:Vary inatanCe, directors expressed
-a 'feeling of -frustration at not being .able

to -,'implement some of...the suggestions that
had been giien them' at the -Special Media
Institute and indicated that Oe chief
zees* was the lack- of .additional ..financial
'Support by the V.5. 'Office- *ligation.

'Reactions of Audiovisual Directors to
S ci al. Media Initittites

AUdid*itUai?-diregtortfor the three in-.
stitutiOntyAsited were unanimou*vin their
anggeatlOn'thattlie*.S..OttiOe, of :Educa-
tion includelmOre emphatis on 41w media

-,414440404,...,04i4re.ipstitute pro-
'ther also

,reComMended that-M$A,,,inttitute directors

0o**',c904*3 010441., contact their
:own college, director prior to
-.negotiating **get

.1in
,order to .determine

fiat med .a, 4010.0t.. and facilities
eir:,Specitl44:10,titutes

e *- b#:their 'Andio-
2.,*itial:41,irectors.,altO,Auggested, that,

inCi lOCai
:receive ,a',-coOs? of the official

441,0*--le.tter' noting. that faculty
r ,ei*-institution had been se-

o.. attend one of the one-week sod-

Changes Attributed to Special Media In-
.

stitutes

Apparent in the above discussion is
the fact that attendance of directors at
the Special Media Institute (University
of Southern California) effeCted some,
changes in "media activities" planned for
the three reading institutes visited, as
follows:.

*The institute directors used the sug-
gestions for special materials which they
were given at the Special Media Institute
to order additional materials and to
large the bibliographies related to their
reading programs.

*Increased involvement of the audio7
visual center facilities and staff in the
program of reading institutes was felt to
be a direct result of attendance of the
director at the Special Media Institute.
Television, and radio studios, productiOn
facilities, tape reprOdiction facilities,
and the like were added or used More 'fre-
quently after tuch. attendance.: Audio-
visual personnel were used for, deMonitra-
tions of various media and providing for
instruction ,in oroduCtion-_teCii,nionea.-

*The use Of'sever4relaPtre4:
vanced".iediau such as telelOtnre,Prem6'
sentations and videotape rem,;dingse were,
considered by directors to lie one outcome
of their attendangef

*Loolldwing the. "SPeCial :media ;iistitx,ute

directors' desired to make use Of ac144,4onf'
al media personnel their ,instititea:'

In every ,instanCer,totie adjustments in
personnel -assiononti An4ltne instruc-
tionai aagn:ences Were --tia,de to give `in-

created attention to efludation4

*The generally' favorable 00#414 of
directors towards educitiOnal media =were

reflected by those .of ptrticipante: Par-
ticipants give considerable attention to
experimentation with, media. Materials
produced in institutes were used by Par7.'
ticipants in the laboratories and by the
staff in classrooms.

Recommendations :for- Speak' Media Int
tutee

Recommendations. ,for' improving' vat dut'

aspects of future Special Media ;nit
tutes for directors of reading institutes
are as follows:



1. Permit reading specialists to at-
tend their own Special Media In-
'Oitutes rather Oran including
participants from a number of
ielde.

2. Be certain that at least one staff
member of the Special Media Insti-
tute is a reading specialist who
is capable of demonstrating appli-
cations of media to the field.

3. Develop in Special MAdia Institutes
a collection of materials that have
a%direct application to reading
PtObleme. Make such a collection
OViiiible to directors of all fu-
ture reading institutes.

y

4. Provide opportunities to exchange
ideas with fellow director-trainees
following the conclusion of Special
Media Institutes.

5. Allow more time for. independent'
study of media reSOurCem, and es-
pecially for in-depth
special problems related to each
participant's interest areas.-

6. Encourage research as.ijoint'ef-
fort between reading specialists
and edimational media 400cialists
to identify criteria for-selection
and evaluation, improVed,utilim-
atiOn techniques, *md-sitailarodt=.'
comes.

",

- .
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Ch. 7

School Library Personnel

Institutes

By

Kenneth M. McIntyre

University of North Carolina

Directors of the two school library
personnel institutes visited by this ob-
server had attended the Special Media
Institute at the University of Southern
California. These visits, each two days
in length, form the basis for the follow-
ing report. Instructional programs of
these institutes covered a six-week peri-
od; in their proposals; they were de-
scribed as "curriculum-oriented" at a
proficiency level coded A, 3.

The institute at the University of
Georgia enrolled 30 school librarians and
emphasized the role of the librarian in
the instructional program. The other in-
stitute, at Indiana State University, had
50 participants and provided enrollees
with special instruction regarding member-
ship on instructional teams composed of
content specialists, librarians, and
audio-visual director- In both in-
stances, the majority of participants
were residents of the state in which the
institute was offered.

Media Activities in Institutes Visited

Directors of the two school library
personnel institutes agreed in affirming
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the importance of media in the training
of school librarians. Sample comments
were, "An integral part of instruction...
the use of media for the education of
librarians is most important", and "Media
are essential to understanding the poten-
tial of the.librarian as a director of
the instructional materials center." The
instructional program at these institutes
provided participants with knowledge of a.

broad range of instructional materials,
both print and non7printand was de-
signed to develop in-participants the
ability to stimulate both teacher and
student use of these materials.

Instructional materials of all kinds
were available in both institutes for pre-
view and examination. These materials
consisted of books, periodicals, films,
filmstrips, tape and disk recordings,
flat pictures, and the like. Materials
centers were established in both insti-
tutes in spaces adjoining student work
stations. These materials were borrowed
from the institution's main library,.de-
partmental libraries, and audiovisual
libraries, as well as from personal.col-
lections of the staff. Examination cop-
ies of other important materials not



available from these sources were re-
quested or purchased from publishers. It
appeared that the ready availability and
acessibility of materials in these centers
prompted high utilization of materials by
participants.

Both of the visited institutes encour-
aged participants to use available pro-
duction facilities for the making of
overhead prOjectuals and various graphics.
At each institute one or more staff mem-
bers or consultants assisted participants
in these activities. In addition, an ed-
ucational media specialists' institute
was being held concurrently at each of
these institutions, and preview facili-
ties, production laboratories, instruc-
tional resources, and meaningful activities
were shared for both institute groups.

Observed Uses of Media

Librarians at each of the two insti-
tutes visited tended to feel more "at
home" with materials they had previously
used or seen used in their own school
systems than with some of the more com-
plex "newer" media demonstrated. The
more familiar materials included 16mm
films, 35mm filmstrips, flannelboards,
still pictures, overhead transparencies,
and tape and disk recordings. However,
they were given opportunities to evaluate
new types of materials such as 8mm film
loops. References were made at both in-
stitutes during lectures to radio and
television instruction, but lack of fa-
cilities at one institute negated any
further application of these media.

In the two-day visits to each of the
two institutes, the following media uses
by staff or participants were observed:

16mm films (2 institutes)
Film loops (2)
Filmstrips (2)
Slides (2)
Overhead transparencies (2)
Television programs (1)
Flannelboards or magnetic boards (2)
Still picture sets (2)
Tape recordings (2)
Maps, charts, globes (2)
Field trips (2)

The above uses of materials observed
during the visits were considered to re-
flect the positive orientation toward ed-
ucational media that school librarians
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possess. Their use, though not extensive,
tended to be well integrated into the in-
structional program.

Staff Assignments for Media

In both of the visited institutes, the
directors had taken primary responsibili-
ty for arranging for suitable media activ-
ities. In each case, school librarians
with competencies in media application
were employed, in addition to consultants
from the institution's audiovisual center
and from various commercial suppliers of
the region. In one case, for example,
the staff member assigned the responsi-
bility for audiovisual instruction in the
institute was taking advanced work in
this field. In addition, a member of the
college audiovisual staff helpef with the
institute, and, during the writers' visit,
gave a laboratory demonstration on graph-
ics and local production techniques.

At the other institute, the school
librarian participants and the education-
al media specialist participants shared
preview facilities and other activities
which were applicable to the interests of
both groups. The director of the insti-
tution's audiovisual center gave a dem-
onstration on film utilization, and
members of his staff assisted with pre-
views and laboratory instruction.

Both directors, through their staff
assignments, and voiced attitudes, under-
scored the importance of media to the
education and training of school librar-
ians.

As a result of their attendance at the
Special Media Institute at the University
of Southern California, both institutes
indicated that they would have liked to
invite more prominent educational media
specialists to make presentations---in
lecture or demonstration---to emphasize
more advanced applications of educational
technology, such as computerized instruc-
tion.

Facilities for Media

Facilities for media at both of the
visited institutes were judged to be ade-
quate and sufficiently extensive for
their intended purposes. In both insti-
tutes, the various facilities used were
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conveniently close together thus permit-
ting extensive use by participants.

Participants were encouraged to use
available production laboratories for
making graphics and transparencies for
the overhead projector. Staff members
assisted participants during these labo-
ratory periods. Preview facilities for
films, filmstrips, and recordings were
also provided. Preview for one group of
participants was provided during labora-
tory periods, and, _at the other, during
evening presentations supplementing the
institute program- There appeared to be
extensive use of these facilities, both
in groups and singly, at both institutes.

Instructional Resources

A wide variety of instructional re-
sources were found in the institutes. Of
special note, at both, was the special
materials center for each subject area to
be studied that was established within
the institute facilities. The directors
stated that the staff members suggested,
in advance of the institute, the materi-
als which should be available in such a
center. These were borrowed, when pos-
sible, from the institution's library,
departmental libraries or audiovisual
library, and from the staff's personal
collections. Necessary materials which
could not be provided from these sources
were requested for review or purchased
from publishers and producers. In the
writer's opinion these materials centers
were extensive and widely used during
the two visits. Directors indicated that,
throughout their programs, materials had
contributed greatly to the value of their
programs.

Both institutes featured several field
trips which were considered by the direc-
tor and participants as integral parts of
the instructional program. One institute
visited an industrial chemical plant and
related its operation to the science area
of the curriculum they were in the pro-
cess of developing.

Each institute had a film library
available as well as a filmstrip collec-
tion, a record collection, and a tape
collection. The flat picture collections
of local staff members and participants
were used in addition to those materials
produced for the institute. A rather ex-
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tensive collection of films, filmstrips,
8mm loops, recordings, and the like had
been ordered for preview and evaluation.
Several films of significance that had
been discussed at the Special Media In-
stitute which both directors attended
were ordered upon their return to their
campuses.

Student Reaction to Media Experiences

In genclral, participants seemed to be
quite satisfied with the attention paid
to educational media during the course of
the institute. They were especially en-
thusiastic about the produCtion of trans-
parencies for use in the overhead
projector.

Participants interviewed indicated
that many non-book materials (e.g., films,
filmstrips, records, tapes, and the like)
were already familiar to them, but that
demonstrations of new ways of using these
items during the institute programs were
considered meaningful and helpful. They
were also enthusiastic about criteria
employed during the institute with respect
to selecting future materials for their
own schools.

Some of the students indicated that
they would have appreciated the opportu-
nity to explore the possible adaptations
of various materials for use in self-
instructional devices for instructional
materials centers of the schools in which
they work.

Reactions of Directors to Special Media
Institutes

Directors of both institutes for
school library personnel visited in this
study had previously attended the Special
Media Institute held at the University of
Southern California. Reactions of these
directors to that institute may be sum-
marized as follows:

1. Despite the fact that they re-
garded themselves as being reasonably
knowledgeable in tLe field of educational
media, the two directors believed that
the Special Media Institute they attended
had been a good experience in the use of
media in depth.

2. They also believed that their use
of media had been given new meaning by



virtue of the fact that they had actually
participated in the local production of
materials, discussed the latest concepts
of educational technology, and seen dem-
onstrations by top.media specialists in
the field.

3. They believed, too, that after at-
tendance theymere more aware of the prob-
lems of content specialists in other
fields.

4. Materials mailed to them later,
including the Special Media Institute as-
signments, were regarded as a means of
providing them with a richer program of
media to be incorporated into the plan
of operation of their own institutes.

Reaction of Audiovisual Directors to
Special Media Institutes

At both institutions visited, the
audiovisual directors felt that, upon
returning from the Special Media Insti-
tute, directors of the school librarian-
.ship institutes had a wider knowledge of
media than before. The audiovisual di-
rectors noticed an appreciable increase
in their demands for audiovisual equip-
ment and materials, especially films and
overhead projectors. The audiovisual
directors also were unanimous in sugges-
ting that they themselves could have been
more helpful if they had been advised in
advance of the selection of the institute
director at their institution to attend
the Special Media Institute. They also
suggested that directors invited to at-
tend such institutes should have been
advised to discover what media and mate-
rials were available at their own insti-
tutions before leaving the campus. In
each case, the audiovisual director sug-
gested that U.S. Office of Education
guidelines for institutes in all fields
should provide in their proposals a means
of verifying the presence of audiovisual
facilities available to directors on their
own campuses and that the institution's
audiovisual center should be listed among
the available facilities. In both insti-
tutes, the audiovisual director appeared
to be quite willing to assist institute
staff and participants with laboratory
and instructional problems involving me-
dia whenever he was requested to do so.

Changes Attributed to Special Media In-
stitute Attendance

In both institutes, attendance at the
Special Media Institute (University of
Southern California) appeared to have in-
creased the use of the overhead projector
and the number of production demonstraCions
added to the program. In addition, sev-
eral films of significance discussed at
the Special Media Institute, were found
to have been ordered by the directors-
when they returned to their campuses.

Recommendations for Special Media Insti-
tutes

The following recommendations for im-
proving future Special Media Institutes
for directors of school library personnel
institutes were made:

1. The U.S. Office of Education should
provide a more flexible fiscal support to
permit directors to implement more effec-
tively ideas gained from attendance at
the Special Media Institute.

2. School library personnel institute
directors should be permitted to attend
their own Special Media Institute, rather
than one containing specialists from a
number of content fields. If this cannot
be done, sub-grouping of school library
personnel directors within a mixed insti-
tute (thus' permitting them to deal with
problems and experiences unique to their
field) is recommended.

3. Future Special Media Institute
staffs should include a librarian-
instructor during the planning and the
institute program in order to give a
better orientation to the school librar-
ian's instructional philosophy, and pro-
vide experiences and materials applicable
to school librarians.

4. Special Media Institutes should be
scheduled earlier in the year so as to
allow directors sufficient time to plan
for and acquire educational media for
their institute programs and to capitalize
upon ideas gained at the Special Media In-
stitute.

5. Institute directors should be given
more opportunities to share experiences
with regard to effective uses of media in
their own institutes.
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Ch. 8

Summary, Findings, and

Recommendations

One outgrowth of the evaluation of
Summer 1965 institutes conducted under
provisions of Title XI of the National
Defense Education Act (1965) was the rec-
ommendation that a series of special in-
stitutes be developed to apprise directors
of future institutes (except those for
educational media specialists) of the
availability, applicability, and appro-
priate ways of utilizing educational me-
dia. Support for this recommendation
(which originated with Dr. James Finn of
the University of Southern California)
was derived from the original wording of
the National Defense Education Act, as
amended by the 88th Congress, which stip-
ulated that the institutes shall be "for
advanced study, including study in the
use of new materials." The Manual for
the Preparation of Proposals for Summer
1966 and Academic Year 1966-67 institutes
provides some elaboration of this point:
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The purpose of an institute is in-
structional and the use of new
teaching materials is encouraged.
These materials include modern
communications materials as well
as new printed and curriculum ma-
terials. But the development of
teaching materials or se is not
authorized and may not be subsi-
dized. However, such developmen-
tal work may be related activity
in an institute when its objective
is to demonstrate how participants
may prepare special materials.
(p.3)

This concluding chapter presents, in
the following order: (1) a summary de-
scription of the Special Media Institute
Impact Study---its purposes and plan of
organization; (2) a brief review of the
principal findings related to each objec-
tive; and (3) a series of recommendations
calculated to improve the quality of fu-
ture Special Media Institutes.



SUMMARY
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A series of special Institutes for
Title XI National Defense Education Act
(NDEA) institute directors were developed
and conducted during Spring 1966 by the
Department of Instructional Technology of
the University of Southern California,
the Audiovisual Center of Michigan State
University, and the Center for Instruc-
tional Communications of Syracuse Univer-
sity. These special institutes were
designed to acquaint institute directors
with the new media applications in speci-
fic content fields, to promote the active
exchange of ideas regarding the roles of
media in each such director's program,
and to introduce outstanding demonstra-
tions of educational innovation through
media.

The one-week institutes of this spe-
cial program were attended voluntarily by
45 English professors (University of
Southern California), 30 geography pro-
fessors (Michigan State University), and
30 history professors (Syracuse Univer-
sity). ,In addition, a combination work-
shop (University of Southern California)
was attended by five professors each from
the fields of school librarianship, read-
ing, and modern foreign languages. All
institutes lasted five days, each session
was restricted to 15 participants. The
eight institutes, enrolling in all 120
professors, were held during February and
March, 1966.

A proposal to study the impact of the
Special Media Institutes upon the subse-
quent behavior of institute director/
participants was submitted in Spring 1966
through the Association of American Geo-
graphers to the Consortium of Professional
Associations to Supervise Studies of Spe-
cial Programs for the Improvement of In-
struction in American Education. The
approved project, known as the Special
Media Institute Impact Study (SMIIS), was
funded by the U. S. Office of Education
and conducted by the Department of Audio-
visual Instruction of the National Educa-
tion Association. Headquarters for the
project were at 434 B. William Street,
San Jose, California.

In carrying out the objectives of the
Special Media Institute Impact Study,
field visits were conducted in 32 content
field institutes. These institutes,
grouped by content fields, were visited
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by an expert possessing special background
in uses of media as well as in the content
field itself. The four groups of insti-
tutes studied were grouped for: (1) En-
glish, (2) geography, (3) history, and
(4) "other fields," the latter involving
directors of reading, modern foreign lan-
guages, and school library personnel in-
stitutes. Six of the eight institutes in
each of the fields of English, geography,
and history were directed by individuals
who had attended one of the Special Media
Institutes; two in each Zield were direct-
ed by individuals who had not attended
one of these institutes. In the "other
fields," each of the visited institutes
were directed by an individual who had
attended one of the Special Media Insti-
tutes.

The objectives of the Special Media
-Institute Impact Study were as follows:

1. To discover post-institute opin-
ions of participants regarding the value
(strengths, weaknessess, utility) of
their institute experiences;

2. To assess the extent and quality
of application made by these participants
in their own institutes of "new materials"
ideas, skills, and knowledge gained dur-
ing the special one -week institutes;

3. To determine the nature of problems
(administrative, budgetary, or other) re-
garded by institute directors as restric-
ting such media applications in their own
programs; and

4. To obtain data on which to base
suggestions for the improvement of future
Special Media Institutes.

These objectives formed the structure
for the summary of findings and recommen-
dations following.

FINDINGS

The findings cited below are based on
reports of five on-site visitors to a total
of 32 institutes in six different fields.
Of these, 26 were directed by individuals
who attended one of the Special Media In-
stitutes and six were not, as noted above.
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Directors' RstialfSliatgaLILP2t2111
Media Institutes

The primary objective of the Special
Media Institute Impact Study was to deter-
mine specific values attached by director-
participants to their attendance at the
special one-week institutes stressing ,

applications of educational media to the
content fields involved. With regard to
this objective, on-site visitors reported
the following:

1.1 The 26 directors interviewed for the
SMIIS Study were unanimous in their
opinion that the Special Media In-
stitutes were of value in helping
them to learn more about the appii-
cations of new media in the educa-
tion of teachers or specialists.

1.2 Many directors also agreed that the
institutes provided excellent op-
portunities to exchange ideas and
plans for utilizing educational
media in their own institutes, re-
gardless of field.

1.3 Director-participants cited as espec-
ially valuable opportunities to become
acquainted with a variety of educa-
tional materials and equipment appli-
cable to use in their fields and
expressed the hope that an even richer
variety of resources would be present
in future institutes.

1.4 Conversely, a number of director-
trainees indicated that the Special
Media Institute experience helped
them to identify certain commercially
produced materials which were not ed-
ucationally sound.

1.5 The very fact that the Special Media
Institutes were offered at all was
interpreted by some directors inter-
viewed as evidence of the fact that
it was important to give attention
to "educational media" in the insti-
tutes participants were later to
direct.

1.6 Attendance at a Special Media Insti-
tute was found in some cases to have
prompted closer liaison, within indi-
vidual colleges or universities, be-
tween the NDEA institute directors
and their campus educational media
specialists (audiovisual directors),
where available. Directors frequently
mentioned that prior to institute
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attendance they knew little about ser-
vices offered by such individuals;
following attendance, volume of uti-
lization increased in nearly all
categories. In those institutions
without centralized campus audio-
visual services, educational media
=services were more difficult to
obtain. In some of these cases,
director-participants were found to
be taking the lead in developing
plans to establish such centers.

Extent and Qualit of Media Applications
in Participants' Own Institutes

A sectInd objective of the Special Media
Institute Impact Study was to assess the
extent and quality of applications of edu-
cational media in institutes directed
later by participants in the special one-
week institutes. With regard to this
objective, on-site visitors reported the
following:

2.1 Most directors who attended a Special
Media Institute utilized in their
own programs a significant amount of
the experiences, skills, and know-
ledge of materials they gained there.

2.2 Staff members of some of the visited
institutes were found to have been
encouraged by their directors who at-
tended a Special Media Institute to
use various forams of med4 a in their
classroom presentations.

2.3 In many institutes, demonstrations
and lectures by commercial suppliers
of equipment, materials and text-
books were attributed by directors
as being stimulated by their own
attendance at a Special Media In-
stitute.

2.4 Many campus audiovisual center di-
rectors reported increased requests
for materials and services when in-
stitute directors returned to their
*campuses after attending a Special
Media Institute.

2.5 In several cases, closer liaison be..
tween the campus audiovisual center
and the institute director and staff
was established as a result of the
latter's attendance at a Special
Melia Institute.

2.6 Participants in institutes visited
were generally pleased with the ex-
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tent of attention paid to educa-
tional media.

2.7 Attendance at a Special Media Insti-
tute was found, iri some cases, to
have stimulated local interest in de-
veloping audiovisual or materials
centers where they do not now exist,
or in. improving previously existing
facilities and resources.

2.8 Many institute directors reported
that they had submitted proposals
for Summer 1967 NDEA institutes that
included provisions for participant
involvement with educational media.
In many cases, these programs were
planned to incorporate activities
performed by director-trainees in
the Special Media Institutes they
attended.

2.9 Long range consequences of the
Special Media Institutes are likely
to be greater than the immediate
effects observed during Summer
1966. Anticipated, long range con-
sequences include: (a) sharing
with campus colleagues, (b) search-
ing out appropriate materials for
future institues and college
classes, and (c) influencing, in
some cases, institutional attention
to educational media and media ser-
vices.

Problems Restricting Media Applications
in Institutes Visited

A third objective of the Special Media
Institute Impact Study was to identify
administrative, budgetary, or other simi-
lar problems believed by participants to
limit or impede proper attention to ed-
ucational media in the institutes they
later directed. With regard to this
objective, on-site visitors reported the
following:

3.1 The beneficial effects of the Special
Media Institutes were, to some ex-
tent, mihimized by the lateness of
the time at which they were offered.
Majbr Summer 1966 NDEA institute pro-
gram pluming had been completed
(incluchng arrangements for materials
and services), staffed (including
short-term consultants), and budgeted
before directors attended the Special
Media Institute. Consequently, only
relatively minor changes in program
plans could be expected, as observed.
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3.2 Some participants who attended Special
Media Institutes were from institu-
tions without college audiovisual cen-
ters. While, to some extent, this
handicap was overcome by dint of
special effort on the part of the di-
rectors concerned, it was probably a
factor contributing to reduced atten-
tion to media in their institute
programs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations following are derived
from findings of SMIIS on-site visitors.
They are organized here in the following
order: (1) pre-planning, (2) selection
of participants, (3) content of insti-
tutes, (4) methods of teaching, (5) in-
structional resources, (6) staffing,
(7) administrative considerations, and
(8) future institute planning.

1. Pre planning

1.1 Use a more detailed re-institute
questionnaire survey to determine
director - trainees! previous exeer7
iences and present pkoblems with
regpect to media. 1Mke the results
of such questionnaires into account

pwhenlanninandiarU-
cipants'for the Special Media In-
stitute programs. (One on-site
visitor (to the history institutes)
stated that she could.hot make this
recommendation tecause history in-
stitute directors visited did not_
explicitly make such a recoMmenda-
tion. Another on-site visitor
(to modern foreign language insti-
tutes) would reword the recommenda-
tion lauv0;y: "Take the results, of
such questionnaires into account
by variable groupinge, difierent
levels of instruction and content,
and flexible schedules that are
more appropriate for different de-
grees of sophistication and spec:-
ialties of director-trainees.")

1.2 participants "to
them to the Special Media Insti-
tutes rough ideas, tearsheets, and
similar "materials to be developed,
at the institutes into usable
classrcomtiathingEgogreei (for
slides, large transparencies; tam
recordings, and the 'like). (On-
site visitors with the exception
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of the one to English institutes,
agreed with this recommendation.)

1.3 Provide to each eanisjoEI, in ad-
vance, a proposed course outline,
and a brief annotated bibliographyofrintedorotrtesofin-
structional materials which should
be consulted prior to attendance.
(Agreed to by all but the English
institute on-site visitor.)

1c4 Gather and organize information
.....20augalkEsamplajNairmkas
of media utilization appropriate
to each Special Media Institute
field. Use this information in

gelectinIAMENttlatha1MILEE.
(Unanimous)

. Selection of Participants

2.1 Use data obtained from the Summer
1966 SMIIS survey to develop a
set of basic criteria to govern
the selection of Special Media In-
stitute participants. In making
selections, give
to such factors as: (a) informa-
tion in thtlisaler-
taining to projected media applica-

112MP2Lthe availability of
media resources on the campus in-
volved, and (c) the director's
description of his need for special
media training, as contained in

the questionnaire referred to in
Item 1.1 preceding. (This recom-
mendation was not believed to
represent the thinking of English
and History participants.)

2.2 Consider extending the privilege
of attending a Special Media In-
stitute to persons other than di-
rectors. In many instances,
media responsibilities will be as-
signed to institute staff asso-
ciates rather than to the director.
(Unanimous)

2.3 Oraanizo aW*^4m1 Media Institutes
on a separate content field rather
than on a multi-discipline basis
as was done for the three fields

-- librarianship, modern foreign
language, and reading -- in the
first year's program). (Both on-
site visitors to institutes di-
rected by participants in the 1966
multi-discipline Special Media
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Institute (for librarianship,
modern foreign languages, and read-
ing) agreed that these future
Special Media Institutes should be
organized on a separate content
field basis. One other on-site
visitor (History) did not agree
with this recommendation.)

3. Content of Institutes

3.1 Develop for each Special Media In-
stitute an instructionalplan that
permits multi-level programming,
thus providing for each partici-
pant a program calculated to extend
(not duplicate) his level of per-
ception and skill. (Not a recom-
mendation for English.)

3.2 Continue to krovide opportunities
for participants to share freely
experiences and future plans for
their own institutes. (Unanimous)

3.3 Strengthen participants' under-
standing of the role of media in
educational communication with-
out croducin an imbalance in
s stantive content. Introdus-
tmlecture-demonstrations set-
ting forth the philosophical
bases for such optimum relation-
s nips are recommended.
(Unanimous)

3.4 Continue (and perhaps extend) the
practice of permitting partici-
pants to have free time in which
to explore their individual in-
terests with respect to educa-
tional media. Seek a balance
between total grpu. instruction
and individualization.
(Unanimous)

3.5 Increase the value of demonstra-
tions by commercial materials and
equipment producers by Showing
relationshim to the institute
content field rather than to edu-
cation generally. (Unanimous)

3.6 Increase opportunities for directed

a---eeriel2ceinreavariotis
types of graphic aids (large trans-
parenciest_sharts and slides).
(Unanimous)

3.7 Encclsiraeser.veresenlaribe-
tween media specialists and spec-
ialists in other content fields to
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develop improved criteria for the
selection, use, and evaluation of
educational media. Disseminate
such findings widely. (Unanimous)

3.8 Provide full opportunity for all
partici ants to become skilled in
the operation of basic media equip-
ment. In many instances, this
requirement may be satisfied
through an individualized laboratory
approach. (Unanimous)

4. Methods of Teaching

4.1 Becertaialtoroviyllenexilar
demonstrations of applications of
educational media. Materials should
be of the highest quality; technical
details should be attended to with
care so as to avoid irritating de-
lays, poor focus, fuzzy sound, or
similar distractions. While all
on-site visitors appeared willing
to endorse this recommendation,
one (modern foreign languages)
would rephrase it as follows:
"Be certain to provide only exem-
plary demonstrations of applica-
tions of educational media; or, if
poor examples are included, they
should be diagnosed as such and the
recommended application demon-
strated. Materials should be
highly appropriate to the specific
subject matter or goal under con-
sideration.")

4.2 Even considering the limited amount
of time available, the Special
Media Institutes should demonstrate
a variety_offunctional teaching
atrategies and schedule arrange-
ments having possible application
to institutea_generally_.___Forix7

le timcASpeci __.4edia Institute

group should experience larger.
groapAstrialand
independent study techniques, as

The
of educational media to

achievetent of ob'ectives in each
such format should be considered.

(Not a recommendation of English.)

4.3 Continue, and perhaps extend, the
use of, selected field trie1122E2-
vide credible examples of media
utilization in authoritative con-
texts that are intended to "raise
SLOW by showing what can actual-
ly be ,donew` them`und, er ordinary
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circumstances. (Not a recommenda-
tion for English. The on-site
visitor to reading and librarianship
institutes commented: "Field trips
should not be extended unless the
length of the institute can be ex-
tended because time is so limited
during the Special Media Institutes.")

4.4 Increase the involvement of insti-
tuteaant lerram
of the S ecial Media Institute 1,3x
drawin on their past experiences
and future plans with resp'ct= to
educational media. (Not a recom-
mendation for history.)

4.5 Provide each participant with a
specially-developed resource book
containing carefully indexed
copies of significant articles,
descriptions of useful projects,
lists of selected instructional
resources and names and addresses
of their producers, basic biblio-
graphies, names and addresses of
equipment manufacturers and de-
scriptions of their products,
and the like. All such entries
should bear a special relation-
dhip to the content field con-
cerned. The resource book should
supplement more general text-
books and reference books already
available in the educational
media field. This resource book
should also contain local data
,office and telephone numbers,
schedules of meetings, locations

of materials collections and
other items) to save time of par-
ticipants. (The on-site visitors
to geography, librarianship, and
reading institutes considered this
recommendation highly important
because, in the words of one on-
site visitor, "Few directors used
notes or catalog "materials due to
a lack of time to organize the
vast amount of material received."
The on-site visitor to English
institutes indicated that while
she would not make this recommend-
ation on her own, she thought that
director-trainees would approve
of such a resource book.)

5. Instructional Resources

5.1 Instructional materials used in dem-
onstrations should be of the high-
est quality. They should whet



appetites for and demonstrate the
ran e of duality in the field.
(Unanimous)

5.2 Continue and extend the use of
panels of content specialists to

Be21.ectc...3M.(gb.ectcontent,
grade level suitability, and
technical quality), and annotate

an appropriate collection.of in-
structional materials for use in
institutes. Various learned soci-
eties ancla2amr.iatetprofessional
organizations should be called
upon to assist in expediting this
project. Such lists should be
re-worked in succeeding years and
made available widely to the
field. (Not a recommendation for
history.)

5.3 Special Media Institute programs
should provide continued access
to a full range of educational
media equipment (projectors, re-
corders,- the
like) applicable to the field.
(Unanimous)

5.4 Organize collections of suitable
instructional resources so as to
make them. = readily available- to

participants at all appropriate
times within the institute facil-
ity. (Unanimous)

6. Staffing

6.1 Solicit participation of learned
societies and other appropriate
professional_organizations in

LIEEPIW4101MOMtAJLIAL!at
especially in

gadia222lioations for each con-.
tent field. Invite the further
participation of the Dept nt
of Audiovisual Instruction (NEA)
in developing a similar list of
its members whose sub'ect-matter
preparation was in these same
fields. (Not a recommendation
for English, although the on-site
visitor noted that director-
trainees would probably find
such a list helpful.)

6.2 Invite on-site visitors of the
Special Media Institute Impact
Study (SMITS) to participate as

staff sismbsSE11WATEUMUNI1
conducting the week-long insti-

IttlikjMUMIMSATONLUM
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dranfrtioraicesin
the field. (The on-site visitor
to modern foreign language insti-
tutes stated that it might :be
more helpful, in selecting staff
for this type of institute, to
draw upon individuals in the
field who are experienced di-
rectors and who have been Special
Media Institute participants.
The on-site visitor to English
institutes, although indicating
that she herself would make such
a recommendation, noted that in-
stitute directors visited did not
specifically recommend such
action.)

6.3 Wherever possible, select atilaem-
beis, Of the fte-C.al.' Media Insti-
tute staff AcierSonii:, having._ , dual
competence -iii educational :media:
and in ',the field:,,Of the- iriatitute.

The credibilit YOf 'thee `tst'ittite,

rpwrain and plasentatidne would
be enhanced thereby. '(Unanimous-)

6.4 Use radhatesstildents-.'selectivel
to ,;nat to -supplant;

professional personnel': w3io have;
sualtehd-;
recanquetoiatiOn for 14StOry
questioned by the'podern fOreign
languages on-site Visitor.)

6.5 Employ on the institute staff a
sufficiently;_laumber -of
perbonti.ta provide -attention -to
individual needS, of participants.
(Not a 'recommendation for hiatOry
or English.)-

'

7. Administrative Considerations

7.1 Provide more flexible fiscal l-dUb
dirt of ihstitutei.ln all fieldi

b 'the U. S. Offide of 'Education
so as to perMit:diieCtortivtO

2.12111teffectiide
Iran attendarice.at Special
Inititutes.- perhaps'this floki=-
bilitv might be.obtained-through
the holding, back' fuhdiv
to individually, :b'I

such iMri164.

Mentation._ '1U0an*Moual

7.2 Schedule Special. Media, insiitUtiS-
earlier in- the Veai4O,aS tdiAltdvi
directors sufficient= timetciilin-
for and to:aaguire'SdUOitiOhil'



media and equipment and to alter
staffing arrangements for their
own institutes. (Unanimous)

7.3 Continue to provide outstanding
facilities in which to hold Special
Media Institutes. The institute
should be offered in its own well-

equipped quarters, but partici-
pants should have additional oe-
portunities to see other on-
going activities (television
production, film librar work,
graphic production activities,
and the like) in operation.
(Unanimous)

7.4 Provide adequate funding for sus-
tained follow-ups of Special Media

ImatItaREtiaWTAMiltEIhtX
return to their own campuses. Use
the data derived from such follow-
ups to-improve future institutes
and services. (Not a recommenda-
tion for history.)
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8. Future Institute Plam0221

8.1 Consider providing a more sophis-
ticated second-level S ecial
Media Institute for individuals
who have already attended one or
who demonstrate he
fundamentals of educational media.
This recommendation might be car-
ried out by redesigning the content
of one of several week-long in-
stitutes to cater to such advanced
needs. (Unanimous)

8.2 Consider the advisability of en-
couraging the offerin of insti-
tutes that will concentrate largely
upon applications of educational
media to teaching in various con-
tent fields. Properly organized
and conducted, such institutes
could fulfill a very valuable role
in extending particiegat_92922tm-
cies in media utilization as well
as knowledge of content in the
field. (Unanimous)
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interview
Guide

SPECIAL MEDIA INSTITUTE

IMPACT STUDY

Institution

Institute Title

Institute Field

Institute Director

_Interview date(s),

interviewer

1966

WARM-UP

Lester Beck has suggested that the be-
ginning of the interview with institute
directors include an attempt to obtain
their generalized reactions to "new me-
dia.* Perhaps such questions as these
will help:

(1) In your opinion, just how impor-
tant are "new media" in the ed-
ucation of teachers in your
field?

(2) What would you say to one of your
colleagues if you were asked this

question today?

In the beginning the interview, en-
000rage free association comments about
*nett media" and the recent "Media Spe-

cialist' inatitute experiences. What it

""said" during this: period will simplify

;:greatly the task of,obtaining reactions
specific questions (1-29) in pages

,I00.64ing. (Use reverse sides, as nec-

essary. -)

6 8

1. TEACHING WITH MEDIA (Director)

1.1 What has been done so far in yOur
institute, or what is planned, to
be done later, to dsmonstrate
good was of teaching with new
media?

1.2 How, if at all,, does this differ
from what you planned to do (as
described in your ORIGINAL INSTI-
TUTE PROPOSAL)?

1.3 What caused you (the director) to
make these changes, if any?

2. SELECTING NEW MEDIA (Director)

2.1 What has been done so far in your
institute, or what is planned to
be done later, to demonstrate
gold ways of selecting, new media?

2.2 How, if at all, does the descrip-
tion of 2.1 differ from what you
planned to do (as included' in
your ORIGINAL INSTITUTE. PROPOSAL)?

2.3 That 'caused you (the director) to
make these Changeie if any?

3. PRODUCING NEW MEDIA (Director)

3.1 What has been done so, far in the
institute, or what is planned to
be done later, to demonstrate
good techniques for the produc-
tion of new media?

3.2 How, if at all, does the descrip-
tion of 3.1 differ from what you
planned to do (as included in the
ORIGINAL INSTITUTE PROPOSAL)?

3.3 What caused you (the director) to
make these changes, if any ?.

4. NM MEDIA, (On-site Visitor and
Director)

4.1 Which of the following new media
were used (or seen) at the insti-
tute during your two day visit?

Films
Film loops
Television Programs
Video-taped programs
Closed circuit television



Demonstrations
Filmstrips
Slides
Overhead transparencies
Flannel boards or magnetic
boards
Still picture sets
Tape recordings
Radio broadcasts
Maps, charts, globes
Field trips
Programmed textbooks
Teaching machine programs
Other (list)

4.2 Evaluate or comment on the use
(or misuse) of the above new me-
dia in the institute.

4.3 Row, if at all, does the descrip-
tion of 4.1 differ from what was
planned to be used or made avail-
able (as included in the ORIGINAL
INSTITUTE PROPOSAL)?

4.4 What caused the director to make
these dhanges, if any?

STAFF (Director)

5.1 F011owing,the Special Media In-
stitute, did you make any changes
of assignment of staff members to
give better attention to new me-
dia activities in your own insti-
tute? Describe such changes, if
any, and indicate why they were
made.

5.2 Did 7ou also employ one or more
additional persons (full-time or
part-time) not included in your
original budget so as to provide
better attention to new media ac-
tivities in your institute? De-
scribe such additions, if any;
and indicate why they were made.

5.3 What assignments of staff to new
media activities would you (the
director) have liked to make this
summer that you were unable to
make?

5.4 gy: were you unable to make such
Chingeti?

5.5 To what, extent do (or will) your
t4.nsi tute staff members use new

media in their courses?
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6. FACILITIES: PREVIEW ROOKS (On-site
Visitor's Observation)

6.1 Are preview rooms available in
your institute? Describe.

6.2 To what .extent are they used?

Describe.

6.3 Are these preview rooms adequate
to the needs of your institute?
If not, comment, indicating that
changes would have been necessary
to make them "adequate." (Give
special attention to number and
size of preview rooms, adequacy
of room equipment, darkening,
etc..)

6,4 Are the preview facilities actu-
ally used by your institute es-
sentially the same as those
described in your ORIGINAL PRO-
POSAL? If not, please describe
the changes and indicate why you
made them.

7. FACILITIES: PRODUCTION LABORATORIES
(On-site Visitor's Observation)

7.1 Are production laboratories avail-
able in your institute ?" Describe.

7.2 To what extent are they used?
Describe.

7.3 Are these production laboratories
adequate to the needs of your in-
stitute? If not, comment, indi-
cating what changes would have
been necessary to make them "ad-
equate." (Give special.attention
to equipment, size, convenience.)

7.4 Are the production laboratories
actually used by your institute
essentially the same as those de-
scribed in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL?
If not, describe the changes and
indicate why you made them.

S. FACILITIES: RECORDING (On-skteVis-
itor's Observation)

8.1 Are -recording facilities avail-
able to your institute? DeScribe.

8.2 To what extent are they, tided?
Describe.



8.3 Are these recording facilities
adequate to the needs of your
institute? If not, comment, in-
dicating what changes would have
been necessary to make them "ad-
equate."

8.4 Are the recording facilities ac-
tually used by your institute
essentially the same as those de-
scribed in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL?
If not, describe the changes and
indicate why you made them.

9. FACILITIES: OTHER (On-site Visitor's
Observation)

9.1 What other facilities are avail-
able to your institute? Describe.

9.2 To what extent are they used?
Describe,

9.3 Are these other facilities ade-
quate to the needs of your insti-
tute? If not, comment, indicating
what change_ s would have been ne-
cessary to make them "adequate."

9.4 Are the other facilities actually
used by your institute essenti-
ally the same as those described
in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL? If
not, describe the changes and in-
dicate why you made them.

10. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: FILM
LIBRARY (Director)

10,1 Describe the film library ser-
Am/ if any, available to your
institute.

10.2 To what extent are they used?

10.3 Are they adequate-to the needs of
your institute? If not, comment,
indicating what changes would have
been necessary to make them "ade-
quate,"

10,4 Are the film library services ac-
tually used by your institute es-
sentially the same as those
described in your ORIGINAL PRO-
POSAL? If not, describe the
changes and indicate why you made
them.
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11, INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: FILMSTRIP
LIBRARY (Director)

11.1 Describe the glaillipt library,
service, if any, available to
your institute.

11.2 To what extent is it used?

11.3 Is it adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comments
indicating what changes would
have been necessary to make it
"adequate.*

11.4 Is the filmstrip library service
actually sed by your institute

)1r

essential the same as that dq.-
scribed i your ORIGINAL PROPOS-
AL? If not, describe the
changes and indicate why you made
them.

12. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: RECORD
COLLECTION (Director)

12.1 Describe the record collection
if any, available to your insti-
tute.

12.2 To what extent is it used?

12.3 is it adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comments
indicating what changes would
have been necessary to make' it
"adequate."

12.4 Is the record collection, actually,
used by your institute essen-
tially,the same an that described
in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL? If
not, describe the changes and in-
dicate why you made them.

13. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: TAPE
COLLECTION (Director)

13.1 Describe the tape collection, if
any, available to your institute.

13.2 To what extent, is it used?

13.3 Is it adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comment,
indicating what changes would
have been necessary to make it
"adequate."



13.4 Is the tape collection actually
used by your institute essen-
tially the same as that described
in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL? If
not, describe the changes and in-
dicate why you made them.

14. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: FLAT
PICTURE COLLECTION (Director)

14.1 Describe the flat picture collec-
tion, if any, available to your
institute.

14.2 To what extent is it used?

1493 Is it adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comment,
indicating what changes would
have been necessary to make it
"adequate."

14.4 Is the flat picture collection
actually used by your institute
essentially the same as that
described in your ORIGINAL PRO-
POSAL? If not, describe the
changes and indicate why you
made them.

15. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: MAP
COLLECTION (Director)

15.1 Describe the map collection, if
any, available to your institute.

15.2 To what extent is it used?

15.3 Is it adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comment,
indicating what changes would
have been needed to make it
"adequate."

15.4 Is the map collection actually
used by your institute essen-
tially the same as that described
in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL? If
not, describe the changes and in-
dicate why you made them.

. INSTRUOTIOAALRESOURCES: EXHIBITS
AND DISPLAYS (Director)

16.1 Describe the exhibits and dis-
plays, if any, available to your
institute.

16.2 To what extent are they used?
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16.3 Are they adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comment,
indicating what changes would
have been necessary to make them
"adequate."

16.4 Are the exhibits and displays
actually used by your institute
essentially the same as those
described in your ORIGINAL PRO-
POSAL? If not, describe the
changes and indicate why you made
them.

17. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: LIBRARY
MATERIALS (Director)

17,,. Describe the library materials
(books, pamphlets, catalogs, bib-
liographies, etc.) available to
your institute.

17.2 To what extent are they used?

17.3 Are they adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comment,
indicating what changes would
have been necessary to make them
"adequate."

17.4 Are the library materials actual-
ly used by your institute essen-
tially the same as those described
in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL? If
not, describe the changes and in-
dicate why you made them.

18. INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: OTHER
(Director)

18.1 Describe other instructional re-
sources available to your insti-
tute.

18.2 To what extent are they used?

18.3 Are they adequate to the needs of
your institute? If not, comment,
indicating what changes would
have been necessary to make them
"adequate."

18.4 Are these "other instructional
resources" used by your institute
essentially the same as those de-
scribed in your ORIGINAL PROPOSAL?
If not, describe the changes and
indicate why you made them.
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19. INSTITUTE DIRECTOR QUESTIONS (Direc-
tors who attended Special Media In-
stitutes)

19.1 Thinking back on the Special
Media Institute you attended
last winter, do you now consid-
er it to have been a valuable
experience for you?

19.2 What problems and/or obstacles,
if any, have stood in the way
of your making maximum use of
the ideas and information you
gained from the Special Media
Institute you attended?

19.3 What suggestions do you have
for improving future Special
Media Institutes for institute
directors?

19.4 To what extent have you made
(or do you igen to make) use
in your institutes of materi-
als with which you becama per-
sonally acquainted (eau, heard,
examined, etc.) during the
Special Media Institute you
attended? Describe instances.

20. COLLEGE A -V DIRECTOR QUESTIONS
(College A-AT Directors)

20.1 Did you (the institution's au-
diovisual director) notice any
changes in demands for new me-
dia by the institute director
after he returned from the Spe-
cial Media Institute? Describe.

20.2 What kinds of "new media" ser-
vices have you supplied (and
to what extent) to the insti-
tute director since he returned
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krom the Special Media Insti-
tute?

20.3 What services did he request
from you that you could not
supply? Why were you unable
to supply each such service?
Were the requests unreasonable
or out of line with the types
of services usually provided?

20.4 How, if at all, have you (the
audiovisual director) or one
or more members of your pro-
fessional staff been used in
the institute? Describe.

20.5 What suggestions do you (the
audiovisual director) have
concerning ways in which future
Special Media Institutes could
be improved?

20.6 What suggestions do. you (the
audiovisual director) have
concerning ways of improving
on-campus relationships of au-
diovisual centers and so-called
"content" institutes?

21. STUDENT PARTICIPANT QUESTIONS (Insti-
tute Participant!)

21.1 After first obtaining the in-
stitute director's _consent to
do so, obtain generalized coni-
mentso of participants concern-
ing their reactions to various
"new media" activities in which
they have been engaged, so far,
in the institUte. Seek also to
discover significant "new me-
dia" problems with which they
are concerned.


